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ABSTRACT 
In this thesis we investigate two areas of application of the 
coset space dimensional reduction (CSDR) scheme. 
(i) In its earliest applications CSDR was used to obtain 
Yang-Mills-Higgs theories from pure Yang-Mills theories in higher 
dimensions. In certain models relationships between the parameters 
of the four dimensional theory were obtained. We consider the effect 
of one loop corrections to these models and find that the relationships 
do not survive beyond the tree level. 
(ii)More recently coset space dimensional reduction has found 
an application in Becchi-Rouet- Stora-Tyutin supersymmetry. An elegant 
framework for quantisation of gauge fields in which the gauge fixing 
and compensating ghosts arise automatically is over six-dimensional , 
superspace. Taking the coset space to be Sp(2)AT 2/Sp(2) the extended 
BRST transformations correspond to translations in the extra two 
coordinates. We apply this to two new cases. 
Firstly, we consider rank-R antisymmetric tensor gauge fields. 
After dimensional reduction we obtain two (R-1) fermionic ghosts, 
three (R-2) bosonic ghosts, ... , down to (R+1) scalar ghosts. This 
is the correct ghost spectrum required to formally ensure unitarity 
of the theory. 
Secondly, we covariantly quantise spinor-vector gauge fields in 
infinite dimensional representations of OSp(4/2). After dimensional 
reduction we find the usual spectrum of Fadeev-Popov and Nielsen-
Kallosh ghosts. 
Finally, we examine in general the inhomogeneous Grassmann 
rotation group Sp(2)AT2 and its representations which underlie all 
the above applications. The states can be labelled by pseudomass 
and pseudospin while the physical state vectors correspond to wave 
packets over fermionic momentum. 
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1. 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this introductory chapter is to place the subject 
matter of this thesis in a historical context. In the first section 
we discuss progress made towards the goal of unification and in the 
next section we discuss unitarity. The structure of the thesis is 
then outlined in Section 1.3. 
1.1 UNIFICATION 
The goal of unification is to find a single theory encompassing 
all the known forces. Ideally such a theory would reveal some deep 
connection between the forces while explaining their apparent diversity. 
In the 19th century, Maxwell unified the behaviour of electric 
and magnetic fields in the theory of electromagnetism. It was later 
realised by Fock [1], London [2] and Weyl [3] that the quantised 
version of this theory, quantum electrodynamics (Q.E.D.), is invariant 
under local changes of phase. The associated gauge group is U(1) and 
the gauge field is the photon. Einstein's theory of General Relativity 
is also a local theory. It is invariant under local Poincare trans-
formations with associated gauge field, the graviton EC. The success 
of these two local theories inspired others to search for local theories 
of the strong and weak interactions. 
In 1954, Yang and Mills C5J, found, that three massless vector gauge 
fields, (two of which were charged, the other neutral), were needed to 
ensure invariance under local isotopic transformations. The associated 
gauge group is SU(2). Since isotopic symmetry relates particles with 
identical isospin, e.g. proton and neutron, they had hoped to obtain a 
local theory of hadronic interactions. However it was known that these 
are short range and hence must be mediated by massive gauge fields. The 
theory was thus an unrealistic one. 
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In 1961, Glashow [6], proposed a partially symmetric theory unifying 
the electromagnetic and weak interactions. These electroweak interactions 
would be mediated by the three Yang-Mills gauge fields which would somehow 
acquire mass. In addition, he showed that the simplest such theory 
necessitates the introduction of another neutral vector gauge field. 
In this scheme the gauge group is SU(2)xU(1), invariant under local 
isotopic transformations and hypercharge. His proposal did not explain 
how the vector gauge fields could acquire mass nor whether the theory 
would be renormalisable. Weinberg [7] and, independently, Salam [8] 
suggested that the gauge fields could acquire mass by spontaneous 
symmetry breakdown, which we discuss below, and subsequently, 'tHooft [9] 
proved the theory was renormalisable. 
The idea of spontaneous symmetry breakdown originated in many-body 
systems such as the ferromagnet and the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer [10] 
superconductor. The basic idea of SSB is that it is possible for a 
ground state to be non-invariant under a symmetry possessed by the full 
Lagrangian. In the case of the ferromagnet the ground state is not 
invariant under a global rotation of spin. For the superconductor the 
symmetry 'broken' by the ground state is a local symmetry (see [10] for 
more details). Goldstone [ll] first introduced the idea of a hidden 
global symmetry to field theories. In [12], Goldstone et al.showed 
that whenever a global symmetry is hidden massless particles, called 
Goldstone bosons, occur in the theory. Then Higgs [13], Kibble [14], 
Brout and Englert [15] showed that if a local symmetry is hidden the 
Goldstone bosons combine with the zero-helicity states of the gauge fields 
to give the gauge bosons a mass. This is called the Higgs mechanism. 
For a review of this topic see Abers and Lee [16]. 
In the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam, electroweak theory the two charged 
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vector gauge fields acquire mass and become the W I particles. The 
two neutral gauge fields combine with one Higgs boson to become the 
massive Z° and the massless photon. The remaining Higgs should be 
observable as a massive scalar particle. By measuring the electric 
charge, the weak angle and the weak coupling constant one can predict 
the masses of the W- and Zo . However the mass of the Higgs is not 
determined. 
The Standard Model [17] has gauge symmetry SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1). It 
incorporates all the results of the electroweak theory and includes 
SU(3) the group associated with local colour transformations mediated 
by the gluons. The Standard Model is not in conflict with any 
experimental evidence to date however it leaves many problems unsolved. 
For example (i) inclusion of gravity, (ii) mass of the Higgs, 
(iii) baryon number asymmetry in the universe, (iv) charge quantisation 
and (v) parity violation. These and many more problems need to be 
solved by going beyond the Standard Model while retaining all of its 
successful features. 
In Grand Unified Theories, SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) is embedded in a 
larger gauge group. The resultant models give a prediction for the 
weak angle, incorporate charge quantisation and predict proton decay. 
These could solve problems (iii) and (iv) above. The simplest G.U.T. 
has gauge group SU(5). This model was proposed by Georgi and Glashow 
[18]. In its simplest form it has been ruled out on the basis of 
its prediction for the proton lifetime. For a recent survey of proton 
lifetime experiments and results see Enqvist and Nanopoulos [19]. 
Other ideas are compositeness [20] and technicolour [21] in 
which the quarks are no longer considered as the fundamental building 
blocks of hadrons. Continuing the study of symmetries , which has 
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led to the view of all four forces as being described by local theories, 
we are led to consider supersymmetry [22]. Supersynmetry relates 
fermions to bosons and vice versa. An interesting observation is 
that the net result of two supersymmetric transformations is a Poincare 
transformation. Since gravity is described by local Poincare trans-
formations local supersymmetry is called Supergravity and may provide 
an answer to (i) above. For a review of Supergravity see van Niewenhuizen's 
report [23]. Both Supergravity and Superstring [24] theories involve 
higher dimensions. 
The first successful use of higher dimensions to unify forces was 
by Kaluza [25] in 1921. By appending a fifth coordinate, which lay 
on a circle with group U(1), to four-dimensional space-time, he was 
able to unify the theories of gravitation and electromagnetism in 
5-dimensional gravity. Under a coordinate transformation in the fifth 
dimension the g 5 (X) component of the 5-dimensional gravitational field, 
P 
underwent a gauge transformation. Einstein's equations in 5 dimensions 
became Einstein's equations for g pv , Maxwell's equations for gp5 and 
the Klein-Gordon equation for 9 55 . The size of the circle was related 
to the gravitational coupling constant and of the order of 10 -33cm. 
Klein's [26] contribution to the Kaluza-Klein theory was to allow the 
five-dimensional gravitational field to depend also on the fifth 
coordinate. He then performed a Fourier expansion about this fifth, 
periodic coordinate. The n=0 modes corresponded to Kaluza's result 
while the n*0 modes corresponded to massive particles, with masses of 
the order of the Planck mass, and quantised charge. For an extensive 
review of Kaluza-Klein type models see Duff et al. [27]. In extended 
Kaluza-Klein models one takes the extra dimensions to form a compact 
space with associated group G SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1). The massless sector 
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then contains the gravitational field, Yang-Mills gauge fields and a 
Higgs sector. Apart from the problem of how to compactify the extra 
dimensions it is found,Witten [28], that Kaluza-Klein models cannot 
produce parity violation in the four-dimensional model. Thus problem 
(v) above remains unsolved. 
In higher-dimensional theories one can either allow the fields 
to have a completely arbitrary dependence on the extra coordinates, 
as above, and perform a harmonic expansion (see Salam and Strathdee 
[29] for a general discussion of this) or restrict the dependence of 
the fields in some way. One method is by Legendre transformation [30] 
in which the hamiltonian in higher dimensions is assumed to be 
independent of the extra coordinates. Another way is to exploit a 
symmetry of the action to ensure that the Lagrangian is independent 
of the extra coordinates. This can be a global symmetry [31] or, in 
the case of coset space dimensional reduction (CSDR), a local one. 
In the latter case it has been shown by Palla [32] that these finite 
modes are not identical to the massless modes of the harmonic expansion. 
The CSDR scheme was originated by Forgacs and Manton [33]. Since 
we give a detailed review of this scheme in Chapter 2 we only briefly 
state the achievements of the scheme, so far, in this introductory 
section. For reviews in the literature see [34, 35]. In this scheme 
a pure Yang-Mills theory in higher dimensions reduces to a Yang-Mills-
Higgs theory in four dimensions. The four dimensional theory is 
completely determined once the gauge group, G, and coupling constant 
in higher dimensions have been chosen as well as the coset space SIR, 
its size and the embedding of R in G. The gauge group in four dimensions 
is the centraliser of R in G. Manton [36] reproduced the bosonic 
sector of electroweak theory, with predictions for the weak angle and 
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Higgs mass, from a six-dimensional pure Yang-Mills theory. In 
reference [371 it was noticed that if S was also embedded in G then 
the group after spontaneous symmetry breaking was determined by group 
theoretic arguments to be the centraliser of S in G. There was no 
need to explicitely minimise the Higgs potential, a difficult task in 
practice. Fermions were included in the scheme by Manton [38]. He 
observed that one could get parity violation in the four dimensional 
theory if one started with Weyl spinors in a complex representation 
and rank S = rank R. Another possibility was given in [39]. In a 
series of papers on model building with fermions Barnes et al. [35, 
40, 41] showed that such parity violation did not occur when ScG. 
It is possible that for stable compactifying solutions of the full 
Einstein-Yang-Mills theory we must relax the condition ScG [42, 43, 44]. 
So far most coset spaces studied have been symmetric for convenience 
of calculation. The authors of [45] have extended the scheme to non-
symmetric spaces. Further applications of CSDR have been made to 
supersymmetry [39, 42], supergravity [46], QCD [47] and superstrings [48]. 
1.2 UNITARITY 
In the last section we mentioned that all four forces known at 
present may be described by local gauge theories. Unfortunately 
all gauge theories have problems due to the presence of non-physical 
modes. One cannot construct, in a Lorentz covariant manner, a 
Lagrangian without unphysical modes such as the non-transverse states 
of the photon. In order to perform perturbation theory one adds a 
covariant gauge-fixing term to the Lagrangian to give the physical 
modes a well-defined propagator. Unfortunately one has then a well-
defined propagator for the non-physical modes also. It may then be 
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feared that these will propagate in virtual, intermediate states and 
violate unitarity since they can have a negative norm. In order to 
reconcile Lorentz covariance, non-physical modes and unitarity, it 
becomes necessary to add ghost terms to the Lagrangian. 
Feynman [49] first postulated the existence of extra terms in the 
Lagrangian whose sole purpose would be to cancel unwanted modes. He 
constructed modified Feynman rules for one-loop order in non-Abelian 
theories. These were generalised, with difficulty, to arbitrary loop 
order by De Witt [50] and Mandelstam [51]. In 1967 Fadeev and Popov 
[52] gave a compact derivation of the modified rules using a path-
integral formalism. In their approach,after adding a covariant gauge-
fixing term to the Lagrangian one modifies the functional integral 
measure by a compensating Jacobian, called the Fadeev-Popov determinant. 
The ghosts play only a formal role, being introduced as a convenient 
set of anti-commuting variables which allow one to exponentiate the 
Fadeev-Popov determinant and obtain a polynomial Lagrangian suitable 
for perturbation theory. Naive application of this idea led to incorrect 
ghost terms for antisymmetric tensor fields [53, 54]. 
In 1974 Becchi, Rouet, Stora [55] and later Tyutin [56] observed 
that the action including gauge-fixing and ghost terms for QED and 
Yang-Mills theories is invariant under a transformation which mixes 
the gauge and ghost fields. These are called the BRST transformations. 
Kugo and Ojima [57] were then able to construct a canonical, covariant 
method of proving S-matrix unitarity based on the BRST algebra. This 
method has been used to prove unitarity for supergravity [58] and 
higher-rank antisymmetric, tensor field theories [59]. The physical 
vacuum is defined by Q B 10> = 0 where Q B is the generator of the BRST 
transformations. Based on the BRST symmetry alternative methods of 
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introducing the ghosts were proposed. In particular, Ferrara, Piguet 
and Schweda [60] considered a superfield formalism of QED in which 
the fields are defined over a five-dimensional, graded space-time. 
The BRST transformations were then given by translations in the fifth 
dimension. 
Subsequently, the dual BRST, BRST, symmetry was discovered [61, 
62, 63] in which the roles of the ghosts and antighosts are inter-
changed. Bonora and Tonin [64] then extended the supersymmetry to 
include IRST invariance. This was achieved using a six-dimensional 
space in which the fifth and sixth coordinates are anticommuting. 
Imposing the condition that the supercurvature should vanish in the 
Grassmann directions was sufficient for supertranslations in the extra 
coordinates to correspond to the extended BRST transformations. 
Delbourgo and Jarvis [65] enlarged the symmetry group to include 
transformationsmixing the ordinary and Grassmann coordinates. The 
BRST symmetry has been elevated to a general principle for constructing 
quantised field theories [66]. Research concerned with a satisfactory 
geometric setting for ghosts has included study of a fibre bundle made 
with Grassmann variables in the vertical directions E-67, 68, 69]. 
In [70] Delbourgo et al.applied the method of coset space 
dimensional reduction to the quantisation of vector gauge fields. 
The four-dimensional action was BRST invariant by construction. 
Counting rules [71, 72] for OSp(n/m) tensors suggested that higher-rank, , 
tensor fields may also be quantised in this way although some difficulty 
is anticipated for spinor-vector fields [72]. In the next section we 
outline our work in this area. 
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1.3 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 
In Chapter 2 we give a detailed review of the coset-space, dimensional 
reduction scheme whose use in model building and BRST quantisation 
has been mentioned in the previous two sections. We discuss Manton's 
model [36] as an example of a Yang-Mills-Higgs theory obtained from a 
pure Yang-Mills theory in higher-dimensions. Then we discuss the 
model by Delbourgo et al. [70] as an application of CSDR to BRST 
quantisation. 
The appeal of the CSDR scheme to model builders lies in its 
prediction of relationships between parameters of the four-dimensional 
theory. In Chapter 3 we investigate whether these relationships, 
predicted at the classical level, survive one-loop renormalisation 
corrections. For a wide variety of models we find that the classical 
predictions are destroyed by quantum effects. 
The second application of the CSDR scheme, which has proved 
successful in the past, is the BRST quantisation of vector gauge fields 
[70]. In the previous section we mentioned that the quantisation of 
antisymmetric tensor gauge fields initially caused some difficulty 
[52, 53]. However counting arguments suggested that the CSDR scheme 
could be used to successfully quantise these fields [71]. In Chapter 4, 
therefore, we apply the CSDR method to the BRST qUantisation of rank-R, 
antisymmetric tensor fields and are able to obtain the correct ghost-
spectrum and degree-of-freedom count to formally ensure unitarity of 
the theory. 
In Section 1.2 we mentioned that some difficulty was to be 
expected if the same scheme were applied to spinor-vector fields. 
If these fields are taken in a finite-dimensional representation of 
the OSp(n/m) group, appropriate to BRST quantisation, then we would 
incorrectly obtain zero degrees of freedom [72]. In Chapter 5 we 
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apply the CSDR scheme of BRST quantisation to spinor-vectors in an 
infinite dimensional representation of OSp(4/2). After dimensional 
reduction, for a particular choice of gauge-fixing parameters, we 
achieve the correct Fadeev-Popov and Nielsen-Kallosh ghost structure 
for the spinor sector of supergravity. 
The Grassmann Euclidean group Sp(2)AT 2 underlies all of our 
applications of CSDR to BRST quantisation. (Specifically, the 
unitarity requirement corresponds to focussing on 'physical' represent-
ations characterised by vanishing Grassmann momentum). In Chapter 6 
we examine this group and its representations in general making 
contact, where appropriate, with the previous discussion. The chapter 
is completely self-contained as is its associated appendix, Appendix G, 
on Grassmann states and the Grassmann oscillator. 
We end the thesis in Chapter 7 with a summary and a discussion 
of prospects for future research. 
The original material in this thesis resides in Sections 3.3, 
4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 6.2 and 6.3. Each chapter 
has its own list of references. While this inevitably causes some 
duplication it has the advantage of making each chapter self-contained. 
At the end of the thesis there are a number of appendices in which 
we detail our conventions, state useful formulae and perform calculations 
whose details are not needed in the text. 
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COSET SPACE DIMENSIONAL REDUCTION 
2.1 DIMENSIONAL REDUCTION 
The idea of all dimensional reduction schemes is to obtain a 
theory in D dimensions from one in D+d dimensions. One possibility 
is to choose the extra d dimensions to form a coset space. Then one 
can expand the fields of the theory in a harmonic expansion. Correspond-
ing to the arbitrary dependence of the fields on the extra coordinates 
one finds an infinite number of modes. See for example Salam and 
Strathdee Ell. 
Other dimensional reduction schemes obtain a finite number of 
modes by restricting the dependence of the fields on the extra 
coordinates. One way of doing this is to demand that the Lagrangian 
in D+d dimensions be independent of the d coordinates. In the coset 
space dimensional reduction scheme one demands that the dependence of 
the fields on the extra coordinates be a gauge transformation. Then 
the gauge-invariant Lagrangian is independent of the extra coordinates. 
This chapter is essentially a review of the coset space dimensional 
reduction formalism. As such it contains no original work but does 
draw from a large number of references [1 - 18]. In the remainder of 
this chapter references are only given to specific details or models. 
In the next section we discuss, in general, the application of CSDR 
to Yang-Mills-Higgs theories. This was the application made by the 
originators of the scheme, Forgacs and Manton [2]. Commencing with a 
pure Yang-Mills theory in higher dimensions one obtains after dimensional 
reduction a Yang-Mills-Higgs theory in four dimensions. We then briefly 
discuss the inclusion of fermions which is of relevance to Chapter 5. 
In Section 2.3 we illustrate our discussion with a model by Manton [3] 
14. 
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in which the bosonic sector of the Weinberg-Salam model is derived 
from a pure Yang-Mills theory in six dimensions. This model is 
discussed further in Chapter 3 from the point of view of renormalisation. 
In Section 2.4 we discuss the extension of the CSDR formalism to 
the covariant quantisation of theories invariant under Becchi-Rouet-
Stora-Tyutin transformations. In this case it is necessary to employ 
a six-dimensional superspace in which the ordinary coordinates are 
supplemented by two anticommuting or Grassmann coordinates. We establish 
our superspace notation •and conventions for later use in Chapters 4 and 
5 where we perform the BRST quantisation of antisymmetric tensor and 
spinor-vector gauge theories. In Section 2.5 we illustrate our discussion 
with the BRST quantisation of a Yang-Mills theory by Delbourgo et al. [16]. 
2.2 YANG-MILLS-HIGGS THEORIES 
In this section we rely mainly on the material contained in 
references [4,5]. For Yang-Mills-Higgs theories the starting point is 
a pure Yang-Mills theory defined over a space-time which is the direct 
product of four-dimensional, Minkowski space, M4, and a compact coset-
space, S/R. The fields are in a representation of a gauge group G. 
The metric is assumed to be block diagonal, respecting the direct 
product in the space-time, and invariant under S. 
Dimensional reduction from 4+d dimensions to four dimensions occurs 
by requiring the vector gauge fields, Am, to be S-invariant or 
S-symmetric. By this we mean that the action of S on the gauge fields 
may be compensated by a gauge transformation. The dependence of the 
fields, Am, on the extra coordinates is then totally fixed but non-
trivial. To clarify this we introduce some notation below. 
We write our coordinates as 
M 	 m 
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where d=dim(S/R). The Lie algebra of S is represented by the differential 
operators Land the (left) vector fields Ey on the coset space SIR: 
= 
where C-are the structure constants of S. Under an infinitesimal, 
left action of S the coordinates transform as 
XM + x + p + p
M 
 =X 
M 
 + p
iM 
This induces an action on the vector fields given by 
LpAm = -oL aLAm - ( DmpL )AL 
(2.1) 
Then the requirement that the action of S on Am should be compensated 
by a gauge transformation gives us the following constraint on the 
fields 
-oL DLAm-(amoL )AL=DOP-[AOP ] = Dm (WP ) (2.2) 
where WP = pa-Wi. Applying (2.1) to (2.2) we obtain a condition on the 
gauge parameter 
DM  (L pWG-L WG+DIP ,Wal-W"G] )  a 
E- 
where L pW
a  = -p L  kw and Cp,a1 = -p CET • We solve this in the form 
of a constraint 
L Wu - LoWP + [WP ,Wa ] - WEP ' ai = 0 
(2.3) 
In order to find the S-invariant fields we first solve the gauge-
parameter constraint. We then use these solutions in the field constraint 
to solve for the fields. The field solutions may be written in terms of 
several functions, 0, of Minkowski-space coordinates only [5] 
A = A(e) 
P P 
Am = (1;a()am - -C— (vm vh)Iy h=0 (2.4) a=1  
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where T-z-in = /1-.1F Ci- are the right, vector fields generating S, 
is the metric on S and the coordinates of S are split as y =( my ,hy ) 
with yh denoting the coordinates of R. 
The ---(x1) are subject to the constraints a 
CO— + C__d 	 = o, 1=1 	 , dimS, r=1, , dimR  (2.5) 
• Also the A must satisfy 
[Ap,(Dr] = 0, r=1, , dimR. 
 (2.6) 
The -Or components are constant and generate an R subalgebra of G. 
In order to have non-trivial solutions of (2.6) we must have an isomorphic 
image, RG, of R in G. Then the gauge group preserving the S symmetry 
reduces from G to H, the centraliser of RG in G i.e. H is the maximum 
subgroup of G whose elements all commute with RG. If RG contains U(1) 
factors then these same factors appear in H. 
-In order to dimensionally reduce the theory we substitute our field 
solutions into a higher dimensional form of the Yang-Mills action 
S = - 10:144dX)/(-g)FmNaFKLanKMnLN,., /4a=1, , dim G 
where the metric is 
[ 
MN. Tr 0 
mn(y)1L2 0 n  
and L is an arbitrary length scale ° for the coset space. We obtain 
S = -Pv /4 + (DP- 'a 2 d -F F (D / 2L pv p a a 
+ (Ca- 	 + 	 -i ,(15-1)a.(Cif(t-c7 +E0i-,(Db] )a/4L4) 	 (2.7) 
where Q is the volume of the coset space. 
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The original Yang-Mills theory in 4+d dimensions has yielded a 
Yang-Mills-Higgs theory in four dimensions. The Ap remain as gauge 
fields while the Minkowski-space functions, 0, in the solutions for 
A
m 
have become the Higgs scalar fields. The original action splits 
into three parts depending on whether the field strength tensor, FmN , 
has neither, one or both indices corresponding to coset-space components. 
These become the pure gauge term, kinetic term for the Higgs scalars 
and the Higgs scalar potential respectively. 
The Higgs content of (2.7) may be calculated as follows EC. 
Suppose the adjoint representation of S, adS, decomposes into irreducible 
representations (irreps) of R according to the branching rule 
adS r i + adR 
where each r. is an irrep of R. Similarly, suppose adG decomposes into - 1 
irreps of RGxH according to the branching rule 
adG -+E.(r!xh.) 
J -0 
Then for each pair (r? i ) with r i =r1 there is a Higgs scalar multiplet 
h, in the four dimensional theory. 
The original gauge group G is reduced to H and the quartic scalar 
potential leads in general to a spontaneous symmetry breaking of H to 
some gauge group K. Usually one has to explicitly minimise the Higgs 
potential to find K. However, in [6] it was shown that if one chooses 
S and G such that there is an isomorphic subgroup, SG , of S in G then K 
is simply the centraliser of S G in G. 
To see this assume that 0-a takes the value one when a = and a 
zero otherwise. Assume also that our generators of G commence with 
generators of S
G 
isomorphic to those of S. Then these 0-obviously a 
satisfy the constraint (2.4) for all values of land r. They are thus 
allowed values of Higgs fields. Also, they correspond to tne minimum 
of the scalar potential since the latter vanishes for these values of 
(D. ' — Note this corresponds to zero cosmological constant, at least a 
classically. The unbroken gauge group which leaves the vacuum values 
of the Higgs fields invariant is then K, the centraliser of SG in G 
as stated. Schematically we have 
G H4- K with 
G S
G 
x K 
R
G 
x H 
In summary, if we fix 
i) the groups S and G 
ii) the group R, its embedding in S and the embeddina of RG in G 
iii) the coupling constant of the higher dimensional theory and 
iv) the size of the coset space SIR 
then the four dimensional theory, including the Higgs sector, is 
completely determined at the classical level. 
The above scenario is highly appealing to model builders and in 
the next section we discuss Manton's derivation of the bosonic sector 
of the Weinberg-Salam model with a prediction for the weak angle and 
mass of the Higgs particle [3]j However for realistic model building 
it is necessary to include fermions. 
It is straightforward to add fermions to the CSDR scheme. We 
discuss this briefly referring the reader in particular to reference [7] 
for more details. We simply add a Dirac action to the pure Yang-Mills 
action with the spinors also in some representation of G. The Dirac 
action is invariant under local Lorentz transformations as well as gauge 
transformations. Thus the requirement that the fermionic fields be 
19. 
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S-invariant becomes a constraint on the spinors in which the action 
of S is compensated by a gauge transformation plus a local Lorentz 
transformation. This has the form 
L T = -APT + D(x) 
where AP = p Ai-generates Lorentz transformations and D(e) gives 
the gauge transformation. After dimensional reduction the entire 
theory becomes four-dimensional with the fermions in some multiplets 
of H. For some examples of the use of CSDR for realistic model building 
with fermions see [8]. 
In order to identify the fermion multiplets one first notes that 
R is naturally embedded in SO(d) by its action on the tangent space 
of SIR. Next one takes the spinor s of SO(d) and decomposes it into 
irreps of R 
S Xi ri 
Then one decomposes the representation of G, g, to which the fermions 
are assigned, into irreps of RG x H 
g 	 (r'. x h.) -J 
Then for each pair (r.,r1.) for which r. and r! are identical irreps there 
- 1 	 -1 -J 
is a multiplet h of fermions in the four-dimensional theory. -j 
An interesting application of the CSDR scheme to fermions is that 
one can achieve parity violation in the four dimensional theory. One way 
of doing this is to start with Weyl fermions in a complex representation 
of G provided rank R = rank S [7]. Another way is given in C9J. This 
is in contrast to Kaluza-Klein type models. 
In the next section we give an example of a Yang-Mills-Higgs theory 
obtained from a pure Yang-Mills theory in higher dimensions to illustrate 
our discussion. 
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2.3 MANTON'S MODEL 
Manton [3] takes his space-time to be M4 x SO(3)/S0(2). That is 
the product of four dimensional Minkowski space and a two dimensional 
sphere of fixed radius R. The coordinates are (x1,4),(0) where ip,(1) are 
the polar and azimuthal angles of the sphere. The metric of the space 
nMN = Diag(1,-1,-1,-1,-1/R2,-1/R2sin2ip). The group G is unspecified at 
this stage. 
M • Now the position dependent vectors — generating S0(3) trans-
formations are -a-J1 = 0 and 
= coo, C24) = sin, 34) = 0, 	 = -cottpsin(f), 	 = -cottpco0, q4) = 1 
The requirement that the gauge fields Am be SO(3)-symmetric gives 
the constraint equation 
(3mCyN  )AN+ NC-a- 3NAm = DmWa-EAm,Wi] 
from (2.2) and the constraint equation for Wi (2.3) becomes 
K  KWE - K CB- K W	 I-W,W6] °IF WE = 
The solutions to (2.3) may be written as 
W1 = 03s1nq)/sinlp, W2 = 03coO/5int1), W3 = 0 	 (2.9) 
where 03 is a constant element of the Cartan subalgebra (CSA) of G. 
Using these solutions in (2.7) we find the field solutions c.f.(2.4) 
Ap = A(x), A 	-01(x), A  02(x)sinip-03coO 	 (2.10) 
where the 01(i=1,2,3) are constrained by(c.f.(2.5) and (2.6)) 
CO3'01(x)] = 
[O  3'02(x)]= 01(x) 	 (2.11) 
[cI)3'A(x)] = 0 
The standard form of the Yang-Mils density in four dimensions is fd4x-FINF /4g2. A natural extension of this to six dimensions is 0 
(2.8) 
L = X(-detn)1/2K(FmN,Fic )nMKnNLie 
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where K denotes the trace in the adjoint representation and is the 
six-dimensional coupling constant. Then one finds on substitution of 
(2.10) and integration over 11)4 
L = 411R2fd4xEK(Fpv  ,F ) - 2K(D10i, 10)/R 
+ K(EijkOk+[0i,y,EijOk + E0i1,0j1)/R4J/T2 
where D 0. = a0. - EA 90.] p 1 	 i1 	 1 	1 
Since the constraints (2.11) have not yet been applied the gauge group 
is still G. 
In order to solve the constraints they are rewritten as 
2 
(2.12) 
[03'0] = 10 
103,0] = -10 
E(1)3'Ap = 0 
where = 0 + 102 and = - 1 1 2 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
At this stage Manton constructs a basis for G based on its root 
algebra [10]. We note that if T and w are roots then the w-string 
through T consists of all roots of the form TA-SW for s an integer. 
The commutation relations of G may be simply described given the roots 
of G. First a basis for the Cartan subalgebra is selected 
[Hi,Hj] = 0 (2.15) 
Denoting by Xw the generator corresponding to the root W we have 
[Hi,Xw] = wiXw (2.16) 
2w.H. 
EX ,X ] - 	1 1 - h W 	 W W 	 W 
EXW  ,X T] = W9T W"FT' W 	 -.T 
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with C a constant defined when w + T is a root. The basis for G W9T 
consists of the H. and the Xw. 1 
Consider the commutation relation (2.15).03 lies in the GSA of G 
so we may write 03 = 03iH1. From (2.15) all members of the CSA of G 
commute with 03 	 Now the constraint (2.14) implies that the gauge 
group after dimensional reduction is the group whose generators all 
commute with 03. We require this group to be SU(2)xU(1) which has 
only two commuting generators hence G must be a simple group of rank 
two i.e. G=SU(3), 0(5) or G2. 
Now consider the relation (2.15). If we choose 03 orthogonal to 
some root y then (2.16) gives 
[03,Xy] = 031y1Xy = 0 
0 also commutes with XY  and hY, h where h is the element of the CSA 3 - 
orthogonal to G. Then we can take X,, X h Y9  has the generators of -1'9  
SU(2)xU(1) or equivalently 
t =ki(X +X -y  ), t2  = k(X Y  -X -1  ), t3  = kihY9 y = kih 1 y  
Since the A belong to SU(2)xU(1) we can write 
Ap Ap1t1+Ap
2t2+Ap
3t3+8py 
Now consider the constraint (2.13). d has no component in the GSA 
but it can have a component of Xw if 03i = i for then (2.16) gives 
[3' O X ] = 31 0 .iwX = iX w  w 
as required. Now 03iyi = 0 so we can add any number of y to CI) and find 
that 0 has a component of XI for any T = w+sy with s an integer. If 
we require that there is one only Higgs scalar doublet after dimensional 
reduction then the y-string can only consist of two roots, say a and 
(3=a-y, so we must choose y carefully to satisfy this. Then we obtain 
= (1)ixa 	 (1)2xf3 
	 (2.17) 
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Similarly for 4) we obtain 
".• 
= 1X 	(12x-a 
Since (1)1 and (1)2 were real we have (1)1 = 41* and (I) -(1)2*. This 
requirement of a scalar doublet fixes y hence 4)3. We have finally 
-1 (1)3 = 10(2-1/2<y,a>) (ha+h ) 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
where <y,a> = 2y.a/(a.a) 
Substituting the solutions (2.17), (2.18), (2.19) to the constraints 
into (2.12) after some algebra Manton obtains 
L = 411R2 Id4x[_(a A a+a A a4.6abcA bA c)(a A  a  a+cabcA bA c)/(y.y) p V1.1 11 V 	 J1 V 	 '11 	 P v 
-(a B -a B )(a B -a B )/(y.y)- 2(22-26)+(cptcp)2)/R4a.a Pv VP Pv VP 
sane)/R2a.a]fe +4(a (1)-1/2iA aqa(I)-1/2iB (ptane)t(D (p_1/2iAp
aaa(1)_1/2iB 
P 	 P 	 V 
where a = 1,2,3,0a are the Pauli matrices and (1)=0)14 ). 6 is the 
angle between the roots y and a. 
Rewriting this in canonical form we have 
L = fd4x_(a p A v  a__ vA a+6 abcAg b a a abc b c d A vc)(a  p p  p v v P v 
	
m v,vp 	 pvvp 	 P P P 	 -2 	 14' 
—2 t 
-16HZig R2 a.004 4)/R2  -1/4g2  (a.a/Y.Y)(q)t(0)2 
where we have redefined the fields and j by 
 
2 —2 2 g = g y.y/1611R 
Ala = A a/g,B. = BP = (Y.Y)1/24)/gR(a.a)1/2 
and dropped the primes. Now g is the SU(2) coupling constant and 
the U(1) coupling constant is given by 
g' = gtane 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
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Comparing this with g' = gtanew where Ow is the weak angle we have 
for G = SU(3), 0(5), G2, Ow= 600, 450, 30° respectively. 
The Higgs scalar potential has the form 
2± ±2 U((1)) = P (I) (I) 	 AO) 0 
where p2 = -1/R2 and 
X = g2/8cos2e. 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
If we set (I) = v + H where v2  =p2 /2X and expand (2.22) about its 
minimum <(1)> = v then we obtain the quadratic terms. 
- Z p21-2+( p2Ig2/4X)A +A + 1121A ZA P P 	 P P 
1 2 Z 2 '2' where A = (A -±iA )1/2-, A = (gA 2-g )/(g +g ) 2. Thus we have the P P 	 p p 
following relationships between the masses of the four-dimensional theory 
MH
2 
= MZ
2  (2.24) 
mw2 mz2c0520 (2.25) 
where M is the mass of the Z boson, M is the mass of the W± bosons 
and the mass of the Higgs is 
MH = 2Ip
2  2.26) 
Once the group G is chosen the only free parameters are g and R 
which may be determined by the electronic charge e = gsinOw and by the 
% weak coupling constant, GF, related to Mw by Mw2  = g2  /(32)2GF. Then 
all the parameters of the four dimensional theory are completely 
determined. 
The above model is of interest for two reasons. Firstly, it 
illustrates how one might solve constraint equations in practice. 
Secondly, it is an example of a Yang-Mills-Higgs model in which the 
resultant four dimensional parameters are related to one another through 
their origin in a higher dimensional pure Yang-Mills theory. See 
equations (2.21), (2.23), (2.24) and (2.25). It is this aspect 
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which originally encouraged work on CSDR models. It is hoped 
that they can reduce the number of arbitrary parameters in grand 
unified field theories. However the CSDR predictions are only at 
the classical level. We investigate the effects of renormalisation 
on the predictive power of this type of model in Chapter 3. 
In the next section we examine a different application of the 
CSDR scheme. 
2.4 BRST QUANTISATION 
The Becchi-Rouet-Stora-Tyutin (BRST) symmetry [11] was first 
identified as a symmetrY of the gauge-fixing plus ghost-compensating 
Lagrangian in Yang-Mills theories. The BRST transformations mix 
gauge fields with ghost fields. The BRST symmetry has thus important 
implications for the quantisation and renormalisation of these theories. 
Subsequently [12], it was recognised that an extended BRST set could 
be constructed. This involves a two parameter BRST group where the 
roles of ghost and antighost are interchanged. 
Bonora and Tonin [13] presented a concise derivation of the 
extended BRST transformation from a superfield formalism. The derivation 
involves a six-dimensional superspace with coordinates (x 11 ,0 m) with 
m = 5,6. The number of components of the superfield was restricted by 
imposing zero curvature in the Grassmann directions. Then the BRST 
transformations simply correspond to translations in em . The appropriate 
space-time symmetry group is inhomogeneous 0(4)xT 2 where the inhomogeneous 
here refers to ordinary translations. 
Delbourgo and Jarvis [14] then extended this space-time symmetry 
group to a real form of the inhomogeneous supergroup OSp(4/2). This 
group consists of ordinary translations and Lorentz transformations 
111 also symplectic transformations in 6 , supertranslations and super 
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Lorentz transformations. In S-matrix computations the ghost fields 
cancel with non-physical degrees-of-freedom. Then only physical 
degrees-of-freedom survive. This is due to the equivalence [15] 
between tensors of Sp(n) and formal tensors of SO(-n). In graded 
superspace, Fermi dimensions count negative and the difference between 
the number of even and odd components of OSp(4/2), that is the super-
dimension, is equal to the number of degrees-of-freedom of massless 
gauge fields in Minkowski space-time. This equivalence does not hold 
for finite spinor representations. 
To restrict the number of components of the superfield one can 
take the space-time to be a product of Minkowski space and a coset-space 
SIR then impose the CSDR constraint of S-invariance. In [16] the authors 
took their space-time to be M
4X Sp(2)AT 2/Sp(2). Then they showed that 
for a Yang-Mills theory with no spontaneous symmetry breaking the 
S-invariance constraint was equivalent to Bonora and Tonin's flatness 
condition [13]. We examine this model in Section 2.5. The advantage 
to using the S-invariance constraint is that it can be easily extended 
to fermions unlike the flatness condition,although see [17] for an 
attempt in this direction. The BRST symmetry itself has been elevated 
beyond Yang-Mills theories to a general principle for constructing 
gauge theories. Since Chapters 4 and 5 involve BRST quantisation we 
take this opportunity to establish our superspace notations and 
conventions. 
The space-time supersymmetry appropriate for BRST quantisation 
is a real form of the inhomogeneous OSp(4/2) as discussed above. This 
group preserves the distance 
(X - Y) 2 = (X - Y)MnmN (X -Y)
N 
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Taking Xm = (x Om) where p=0,1,2,3 and m=5,6 we have 
2 N u  
 
X = XM nMN X = x' + 8
m0 = x2 + e2 
The orthosymplectic metric is 
[ 
fl . = . Ti mm) • 	Ti 
where nPv is the usual diagonal, Lorentz metric and nmm  is the 2x2 
antisymmetric matrix 
mm (0 -1] Ti = 1 0 
The em transform as a doublet representation of Sp(2). In order 
to ensure X2 is real with the usual properties of complex conjugation 
for anticommuting numbers one cannot take 8m to be real. One possibility 
is 0* = 0 and 02* = -02 as used by Bonora and Tonin [13]. However 1 1 
the inclusion of the Sp(2) symmetry ensures that 82 = 81* is equally 
possible. Throughout this thesis we adopt 
m 5 6 = (e = (o:0-) 
It is useful to introduce the sign factor [MN] with [pv] = 1 = [pm], 
[m] = -I then for example XMXN = [MN]XNXM. Note that this implies 
5 2 6 2 (e ) = (e ) = O. Hence we can expand any superfield F(x,0) around 0 = 0 
and obtain at most three terms in the expansion 
F(x,0) = F(x,0) + fm(x) + ½02f(x) 
This form of 8 expansion proves useful in the solution of constraint 
equations. 
In addition to the usual translations and Lorentz transformations 
of the Poincare group we have symplectic rotations on el 
m n m m  8 ÷ 0 Xn + 8 
and supertranslations 
Om 4- Om +e m 
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The superfield actions we construct involve the group invariant 
measure 
d6X = d4x cre-de 
Note also Idee = 1 = ferar, fdec = 0 (2.27) 
where c is a constant. 
Now for BRST quantisation we require the action after dimensional 
reduction to be BRST invariant. Then S must include supertranslations. 
In practice we take 
SIR = Sp(2)AT2/Sp(2) 
although other choices are possible. Previously, in Section 2.2, we 
took S/R to be a compact space since the size of the space appears in 
the dimensionaly reduced action. Here, in view of (2.27), it is 
permissible for S/R to be non-compact. 
Suppose we write the infinitesimal action of S on the coordinates 
as 
M 	 M 	 M 	 M X -÷ X + p 	 X + p 
corresponding to the superalgebra 	 JE] = 	 with 
[Jmn'Jkll = Ilmkjn1+11nOm14-qm1Jkn+11n1Jkm 
EJmn'Pk] = nmkPn nnkPm 
k'P1} = 0 
Then the Killing vectors- are 
m 	 m 	 m = 0, k = k , kl = 0k1
m + 01k
m 
In the next section we ilustrate our discussion and demonstrate 
the use of our notation with the BRST quantisation of a Yang-Mils 
theory by Delbourgo et al. [16]. 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
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2.5 BRST QUANTISATION OF YANG-MILLS THEORY 
In reference [16] Delbourgo et al. performed the BRST quantisation 
of a Yang-Mills theory by coset space dimensional reduction. They 
took the space-time to be M4xSp(2)AT2/Sp(2) and the fields in represent-
ations of the super-Lorentz group OSp(4/2) as discussed in the last 
section. 
For the vector gauge fields to be Sp(2)AT2 invariant the field 
constraint (2.2) becomes 
-E-a-KjEi!-3LAK (aK )AL = 31(Wi ig[AK'  (2.30) 
after factorisation of pi -being careful of sign factors. Similarly 
the gauge parameter constraint (2.3) becomes 
K 	 K aKw15-[ab]c5 aKwy+ igw-a-wE - [a5]-igw5w-a-= -ciFcw-E 
First we examine the gauge parameter constraint. There are three 
cases to consider (i) = (k,1), (ii)(kl,mn) and (iii)(m,k1). 
i) The constraint becomes 
3kW1 31Wk ig{Wk'Wl} = ° 
after substitution of the appropriate structure constants (2.28) 
and invariant vector fields (2.29). The solution we adopt to 
this is a pure gauge 
Wk = i(kU-1)U/9 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
since the 'curvature' of Wk vanishes. U is given by 
U = expE-ig(emwm(x)+1/202B(x))]  (2.33) 
where wm is an anti-commuting Lorentz scalar. 
The constraint becomes at 0=0 
-19[W 'Wmn] = nkmW1n+nknWm mWkn 
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That is W
kl
(x
'
e=0) provides an embedding of R = Sp(2) into G. 
In Section 2.2 we mentioned that non-trivial embeddings of R 
into G lead to symmetry breaking. In this section we only wish 
to illustrate the quantisation of the Yang-Mills theory so we 
take W
kl
(x0=0) = O. In reference [18] the authors take 
Wkl(x'e=°) x 0 and G = OSp(n/2). The result is a BRST quantised 
0(n) Yang-Mills-Higgs theory in which the curvature in the fermionic 
directions is non-zero. The Higgs sector of this model is discussed 
further in Chapter 3. 
iii) At 0=0 the constraint becomes 
3mWkl = nkmW 1 111mWk 
(2.34) 
Now we solve the field constraint (2.30). First we take (Y,k)=(kl,m) 
then the constraint gives at 0=0 
-nkmA l rilmA k = 3A1 
By (2.32) and (2.34) this gives 
A
m
(x,O=0) = W (x,0=0) =
m
(x) (2.35) 
Then if we take i=k we obtain from (2.30) 
- 1(A).1 = 1.1 14k -i g EAp' Wk 3 
3
k
A
m 
= %I to!
k
-igA
m'
W
k
] (2.36) 
Equations (2.32), (2.36) and the boundary condition (2.35) imply 
that A
M
(x
'
e) is entirely determined from U(x,0) and A (x,e=0) to be 
-1 140 (x,0)1 = U [131U -11U/9 (2.37) 
kii (x,e) I 0 m 
This implies the gauge field strength (4,IN = 30N-EMNDON-00N+EMNINOm 
= U-1  F ( Pv 
0 
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where F is the usual Yang-Mills field strength. Hence the ansatz Pv 
(2.37) for Am(x,0) is equivalent to the condition that the curvature 
in the fermionic directions should vanish. 
In reference [14-] the authors substituted the ansatz (2.37) into 
the superaction 
M )/4+2A A /11) S = Id6  X(X2  str(cMNp (pNm 	 m (2.38) 
where str denotes the supertrace and p is a real constant. After 
integration over the coset-space coordinates and appropriate rescalings 
of B and 1 (2.38) became 
S = fd4x -FPvt /4+(aPA B+1/2032)-ATPa w —hgcTixa w+g p(T.aw)2/8 Pv p m 
which is the usual covariant p-gauge Yang-Mills action with modified 
ghost compensating terms. 
In Chapters 4 and 5 we apply this method to the BRST quantisation 
of antisymmetric-tensor and spinor-vector gauge fields respectively. 
Before doing so, however, we make a closer examination of the apparent 
success of CSDR in model building. 
33. 
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3 	 CSDR AND ONE LOOP CORRECTIONS 
3.1 PREAMBLE 
The Standard Model in high energy physics leaves many problems 
unsolved. Amongst these are 
i) the determination of the Higgs sector and 
ii) the existence of chiral fermions. 
The CSDR scheme has had some success in addressing both these problems 
In this chapter, which is based on the work in reference [1], we are 
concerned with the apparent success of CSDR models in determining the 
Higgs sector. With regard to the second problem see reference [2]. 
In Chapter 2 we discussed in general how one can obtain a Yang-Mills-
Higgs theory from a pure Yang-Mills one in higher dimensions using CSDR. 
The Higgs sector acquires a geometrical significance as the remnant of 
a higher dimensional gauge potential. The higher dimensional theory 
has only two free parameters - the overall gauge coupling constant and 
the size of the coset space. The coupling constants and masses of the 
four dimensional theory must then be related at the classical level to 
these two parameters. The Higgs sector is thus completely determined. 
In this chapter we address the question of how the relationships 
between the four dimensional parameters are affected by one loop 
corrections. If the CSDR models predictions are to hold beyond the 
classical level then the relationships must hold at one loop order. 
We obtain the renormalisation constants for a variety of four dimensional 
models obtained by CSDR and find that the relationships no longer hold 
beyond the classical level. 
Specifically, consider a parameter X, which could be a quartic 
scalar coupling or the square of a gauge coupling constant in the 
36. 
four dimensional theory. Suppose it is related at the classical, 
unrenormalised level to the overall gauge coupling constant g by 
2 
A = ag u u 
Then let the one loop renormalised quantities be given by 
2 2 2 2 2 
gu = gr gr (Ogr )/16n c 
XU = r 
+ A r(yg r 2+6A 
r
)/16n
2e 
(in a dimensional regularisation scheme with c=4-d). Then the relation-
ship between renormalised (finite) quantities can only be consistent 
order by order in 1/6 if 
2 4 Ar = 13(g ) agr 
y + a = 
If these relationships do not hold then the CSDR models have no predictive 
power beyond the classical level. 
Similarly, let p
2 be a Higgs scalar mass. After spontaneous 
symmetry breaking the vector meson masses are given at the classical 
level by 
M
u
2 = Apu
2 
Then let the one loop renormalised quantities be 
2 2 2 
p = 1r +pr  (BAr  +Cgr 2 )/1611
2
c 
u  
M2 = 
m 
r 
 2+m 
 rl  
2 IDA r+En 2 ) , 1611 2e 
u  
Then the implied relationship between renormaIised (finite) quantities 
can only be consistent order by order if 
M
r
2 = Ap
r
2 + 0(9
r
2 ) 
Ba +: D = Ca + E 
37. 
Again these relationships must hold if the predictive power of CSDR 
is to be other than illusory. 
In computing renormalisation constants a method powerful enough 
to handle a wide class of Lagrangians, especially in the scalar sector, 
is required. For this purpose we adopt the background field method, 
following for example the expositions of Jack and Osborne [3] of the 
one loop effective action. Details of this are given in Section 3.2 
including an extension to complex scalar representations [4]. 
In Section 3.3 we study a wide range of models including Manton's 
model,whose CSDR was discussed in Section 2.3,and the model by Delbourgo 
and Jarvis whose dimensional reduction was mentioned in Section 2.5 
in the context of BRST quantisation. We examine the predictions of 
the models and whether they can consistently be renormolised to one-
loop order. In every case studied we find that the relationships 
predicted by CSDR cannot be consistently renormalised. 
We conclude the chapter in Section 3.4 with a discussion of the 
models and their renormalisation constants from a higher-dimensional 
viewpoint. 
3.2 RENORMALISATION CONSTANTS 
In the work of Jack, and Jack and Osborne [3] the heat kernel 
method, in conjunction with dimensional regularisation, is used to 
extract infinite parts of functional determinants and various Green 
functions arising from quantum corrections to the effective action 
for a theory involving Yang-Mills and scalar fields. In this section 
we simply quote the resultant formulae, adapted to the Minkowski 
metric (+,-,...,-) and give the extension of these results to the case 
of complex scalar fields. Throughout this section and the next our 
38. 
internal indices may be raided or lowered at will. 
The Yang-Mills field is regarded as a Lie-algebra valued vector 
A =A p ata' where ta=-ta are real generators in the adjoint representation p  
(with dimension da) of the gauge group G. In a more general representation 
with dimension 0 and generators Ta (perhaps the representation of the 
scalar fields) we have ETa'Tb = fabcTc in terms of the structure 
constants fabc = -(ta)bc' The field strengths and covariant derivatives 
are defined by 
a a a abc b c F = 3 A -3 A +f A A pv pv vp 	 31 V 
D (I) = (3 +A aTa  )(t, p p  
In a real representation for the scalar fields 4) we take Ta = -Tat. 
In this case it is found that the action 
p 	 _IA S = fd4  X(-Fva  Fpva  /4g2  +1/2(1)1 0) (Dp)-U()) (3.1) 
yields, on quantisation in background Fermi gauges, the one loop infinite 
effective action 
r(l)rA ,A] = a xL(11C/6-R/12)FlIvaF a.0_2(Dp)tT2(p A) L p pv 	 14' 
- (1/2tr(U")2- 92(u,)tT20.3tr,...2.. (P )/2)1/161126 
We have d=4-c and the trace information required is 
tr(tatb) = -C6ab 
tr(TaTb) = -R6ab 
T2.4) = VaTacp = (Rda/0)(1) 
U. = B21/4144,tr(U1 2 = lijUijUji 
P  ab = q2(T (1)t(T (p), tr(P2) = 	 P Yab-aeba - 	 a 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
39. 
• These one loop infinities may be cancelled if we define the 
renormalised quantities 
Au  = LA A'  
u 1/2 r 0 = Z 0 
0 
1/2 
gu = ZA gr 
and the appropriate renormalised parameters in the scalar potential 
U(0) along with the renormalised action (dropping the r labels) 
d pva a 2 p t a/49 2 S = fd X -F Fpv /4g +VD 0) (Dp0)-U(0)-(ZA-1)FPvaFpv 
= VZ -1)(D110) t (D 0)-AU(0) 
0 
This leads to the one loop results 
ZA (1) = 9 2 (22C/3 - R/3)/1611 26 
Z (1) = g 2 (-8T2 )/161126 
0 
.2 2,-,,t-2 AU 4) (1) = - (1/2tr(U") -g ku ) 0+3tr(P 2 )/2)/1611 2E 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
Note that the introduction of a separate coupling constant renormalisation 
is avoided because of background gauge invariance [5]. 
The set of scalar fields 4 can always be regarded as real, by 
taking real and imaginary parts for example, but the G covariance of 
such a decomposition is not assured. Not all representations can be 
cast into real form. It is therefore necessary to use an extension 
of the background field formalism to complex scalar fields (0,0*). 
Such an extension has been calculated by Jarvis [4]. We state the 
results here. 
The generators are now taken as anti-hermitian, T a =-Tat , ensuring 
the reality of the various traces. Then the gauge invariant action 
fddx- Fpva Fpva/49 2+(D0) t (Dp0)-11(0,0*) (3.11) 
40. 
yields, on quantisation in background Fermi gauges, the gauge-invariant, 
one-loop, infinite, effective action 
= jd x((11C/6-R/6)F ailva F +8g 2  (D'u  0)t T 2 0) 
pv 
-tr(U1 vi*42 )..9 2
0 ,TT2eui tT2 *._ ) 3tr (p+pT)  2/41/161126 
Apart from obvious factors due to degree-of-freedom doubling, the main 
complication comes in the one-loop infinite part of the scalar potential. 
We have introduced 
tr(P+PT ) 2 = X (P +P ) 2 P = g a,b ab ba ' ab 
= U(0,0)+111T0 4.0tu,*+1/2((pT60.0t6*(1)*4.0tu„04.0Tu.,*(1)*) (3.13) 
R, C and T
2 are as given in (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5). After introducing 
•the renormalisation constants as in (3.7) and the renormalised action 
S = fdd X a/49 2+(D 1-10) t (D 0)-U(0,0*) pv 
- (ZA-1)FPva Fpva /4g 2+(Z0-1)(D 110) /I1 0-AU(0,0*) 
1-1 
we obtain the one-loop results 
ZA (1) = 9 22(11C/3 - R/3)/1611 2E 
zo (1) = g 2 (-8T 2 )/1611 2E (3.14) 
= -(tr(U '4.1,1*.4.62)_92(u,TT20+-,t- 
 
u 0*)+3tr(P+PT ) 2/2)/16H 2E 
In the next section we use these results to calculate the one-loop 
renormalisation constants for a variety of CSDR models. 
3.3 THE MODELS 
In this section we give details of the one loop renormalisation 
for a wide range of CSDR models. Our models are listed below where 
our use of the notation G, H and M 4xS/R is identical to that in 
(3.12) 
41. 
Chapter 2 and we have S L=S0(3)/S0(2) or SU(2)/U(1) and S S0(4)/S0(3) 
or SU(2)xSU(2)/SU(2). 
I. The orthosymplectic supergroup G = OSp(n/2) over the Grassmann 
Euclidean space M
4x Sp(2)AT 2/Sp(2) with H = 0(n) and a real n 
of scalar Higgs [6]; 
II. Rank two groups G = SU(3), S0(5) or G 2 over M4x S2 with 
H = SU(2) x U(1) and a complex doublet of Higgs scalars [7]. 
The dimensional reduction of this class of models was discussed 
in Section 2.3; 
III. G = SU(n+1) over M4x S2 with H = SU(n) x U(1) with a complex 
n of Higgs scalars [8] and 
IV. G = SU(r(21+1)) over M4x S3 with H = SU(r) and an adjoint plus 
singlet, real (r 2 -1+1), of Higgs scalars E8J. 
Case I is of interest since it originates from a gauged supergroup 
over a super-coset space. It was mentioned briefly in connection with 
BRST quantisation in Section 2.5. 
Case II, and its generalisation for unitary groups case III, 
provide illustrations of one loop corrections for H non-simple. 
That is there are at least two different gauge couplings. In case IV 
H is simple but the Higgs sector is more complex. The two scalar 
multiplets give rise to five different quartic couplings each receiving 
separate renormalisation. Included in case IV are models where the 
spontaneous breaking of H to K is geometrically determined. For example 
r=5, 1=1/2 has been discussed in this connection [9]. 
We now discuss these models in detail. 
CASE I 
In this model [6] we have 
G = OSp(n/2) over M4x Sp(2)AT 2/Sp(2) with H=0(n) and a real n of 
42. 
Higgs scalars. The 0(n) generators are T. = -T and lj 
satisfy the commutation relations 
[Tij,Tki] =  jx = f ijklmnTmn 
In the vector representation we have for example 
(T..) =  ij m 	 j im 1 jm 
To calculate the renormalisation constants (3.7) we need to find 
R, C and T2. Traces are normalised to = 1/2(6. 6 	 6 	 . ). We 6ij,k1 ik jl-  jk6  1 
have from (3.16) 
Tr(TijTki) = (6jn6im-finc5jm"-1 M6101-6kM6111) 
-4 6ij,k1 
From (3.4) this implies R=4. In the adjoint representation we have 
generators ti . with (t.)klmn = ijklmn f From (3.15) this implies j ij, ' 
pqmn_ tr(tijtki) = fij tklmnpq 
= -4(n-2)6ij,ki 
Hence C = 4(n-2) by (3.3). Finally for T2 we have 
(T2)zx 1/2(Tij)zY(Tij)yx 
= -(n-1)(Szx 
from (3.16). Hence T2 = -(n-1).1 from (3.5). 
Now the model is defined by the action [5] 
S = fddx(-F"iiFPVij/8g2+1/2(D (0)2-3(cPicpi)292/8) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
This is a model with n massless scalars and a quartic coupling given 
at the classical level by 
A = 3g2/8.  (3.17) 
4 3 . 
From (3.8), (3.9) and the values of R, C, T2 we find 
ZA(1) = (88n/3 - 60)g2/16112c 
8(n-1)g2/16112 CI) 
To find the one loop infinite correction to the scalar potential 
we have U(4)) = -44, Ui = -4424)i, Uji = -84j(pi-4426ji hence 
tr(U") = (16n+128)X2W4)02. Also from (3.6) 
k(pko.b)i 1 (pi (Tb)jmg)nfra) .ncp Tr(P2) = :,b=1 	 J n 
•= 144(691(ph„5hio)(6iy_61d(pf)(6dicpc(sfjcpd)(shi(pg_ogicph) 
= g4(n1)4)4 
Hence (3.10) gives 
AU(4))(1) = (3(n-1)94/2+4(n-1)X92+8(n+8)X2)(chl i)2/16H2c 
Introducing, in addition to (3.7), Xu = ZAZ(1)-2Xr we have 
AU((p)(1) = -XZA(1)(c4)2 hence 
X(1) =((8n+8)X+4(n-1)92+3(n-1)94/220/16112c 
Note that this result, for n=2, is in agreement with the a=1 result 
of Fukuda and Kugo [10]. 
Now the relationship (3.17) which holds at the classical level 
- implies ZAZ(1)-2Xr = 32A1  gr2  /8. If (3.17) is to hold under renormal- 
isation then we must have Xr = 3gr2/8 hence ZAZ(1)-2 = ZA-1. At the 
one loop level this implies 
x(1) -2Z(1) + ZA(1) = 0 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
44. 
However from (3.18), 3.19) and (3.20) we find 
73n/3 - 28 0 
after substitution for g r and Xr . Thus the classical prediction of 
this CSDR model has failed to survive renormalisation. 
2 In this model the CSDR relation = 0 is consistent at first 
order in that no mass counter terms is generated. That quantum 
corrections may drive the spontaneous symmetry breaking is an interest-
ing possibility. However a straightforward application of the Coleman-
Weinberg formalism DU requires X of 0(g 2 ) which never arises in CSDR 
schemes. 
H = SU(n)xU(1)  
Notation for cases II and III may be introduced together as both 
refer to a SU(n)xU(1) theory. Note that both cases have a complex 
multiplet of Higgs. Comprehensive tabulations of Casimir eigenvalues 
and trace invariants for SU(n) are available in reference [12]. 
The SU(n) generators Ta with a=1,...,n
2 
i -1 n the fundamental 
representation {1} are Ta = Xa where Aa is a standard trace-normalised 
Gell-Mann matrix, tr ( XaXb ) = 2ab 6 It is convenient to fix the additional ' 
U(1) generator relative to Xo = (2/n) 4 . 1 which has the same normalisation 
as the Xa•  We take To EXo* = -1/21 Then from (3.3) and (3.5) for the 
scalar fields (subscripts distinguish between SU(n) and U(1)) we have 
R n  = 1/2, R 1 
 =½2 
T2 n = -(( 2-1)/2n). , T
20 = -(E
2/2n).1 
since the dimension of the adjoint representation is (n
2-1). Also for 
the adjoint representation we have from (3.4) 
Cn = n, C l = 0 
In the formulae (3.11) to (3.14) the distinction between the SU(n) 
and U(1) factors arises by regarding g (which always appears in 
association with the generators T) as a diagonal matrix with 
=  gab gnab for T
a , Tb GSU(n) and goo = 3000 for T0 eU(1). 
With these preliminaries we quickly obtain for a SU(n)xU(1) 
model with complex scalars in the {1}xf0 representation 
Z
n
(1) = (22n/3 - 1/3)9 11 2/16H 2c 
(1) 2 2 2 Z = /3)g /16H c 1 1 
(3.22) 
from (3.14) and 
Z 4) (1) = (4(n 2 -1 )g n 2/n+4eg i 2/n)/1611 
Now if we write the scalar potential in the form 
U() = 112 (Pt (i) a(0 2 
and define renormal i sed parameters by 
1 
IPLI
2 1 = z z hir 2 1 , Au = ZxZ cp
-2 
A r 
then the renormalised scalar potential is 
" = + Azx , t..2 
(P) 
From (3.14) we find the one-loop infinite correction to the 
scalar potential is 
-U (1) (q)) = p
2
((n
2 -1)9
n
2/n-F9
1
2/n+4(n+1)A)(1)
t01611 2 
+(4(n+4)X 2+2(n 2 -1)Ag n 2/n+2CAg i
2/n+3(n-1)(n
2+2n-2)g n4/4n 2 
+3( _ fleg1 2.911 2/n 2+3c4914/2n )(6)) 2/16 ,1 26 (3.25) 
Using (3.24) we can then easily read off Zp (1) and Z A (1) . The reader 
who wishes to omit the detail behind (3.25) should go straight to our 
second model. 
45. 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
46. 
To obtain (3.25) from (3.14) we need to calculate the following 
terms (i) (P + P  Pq )2, (ii) tr(U"2 + 62) and (iii) (Ult(gT)2(1)+Ult(gT)2e) 
i) We have pe(0,a) with a=1,..,n2-1 and (Pbd+Pdb)2 = 2(Ppebd+Pbedb) 
Now PPq  = ((gT)P  (p)t((gT) (p) = -(1)
t(gT)P  (gT)q  cp by r t -T P  P 
Interchanging T and T this becomes Ppq = Pqp - 9pr9cisfrst(1)
tTt P 
The second term is antisymmetric in b and a so multiplying by 
PPq we have 
Ppq Ppq =  pq qp pq qp pr qs rst 
	
t 	 t =P P +1/2 f f T T pq qp pqs pqt s t 
wherefbds = a a Now fbdr is only non-zero when all its -pr-qtfrts' 
2 indices are in SU(n). Thenfa,_DC  = a f abc. Also fabc = -(t_ ) c 'ab 
4 fpqs Ts fpqt Tt = gn4 (ta )bc(td )bcTaTd = Cngn TaTa' 
Also Ppedo = Pabipba+2PaoPoa+PooPoo' Hence 
P P +P P = 29 4(I)tT T OtT T (1)+49 2g 2(I)tT T OtT T (I) pqpq pq qp n ab ba 1 n ab ba 
4 t 2 t 2 	 4 t 	 t +2g1  
Now To
t(OTo  = -
2(14t/2n and 
(TaOtTa)a13 = -(Aa)al(PyW)P(Aa)p 
= _1/2(4)t4)6: h2n 
where we have used the completeness relation 
(Aa)a(xa)yP = 266 -26 	 P/n a = 1,...,n ya ay 
Using these to evaluate our expression for (Pbci+Pqb and Cn = n, 
we obtain 
fn 413 	 ,n_. )/4n2i.egi2gn2( 4 4 n2 a 02 ( 1)(n2+2n-2 n-1)/n /2+91 (P +Pdb)a = 2,_ 4  
ii) From (3.13) and U() = PY-WW(02 we obtain 
t 2 ^ 
Uct = 2),(pa cp teada0 Op Sw Uct, = acp*a 
hence 
tr(U" 2
)= tr(24 tenzotot011264)(24a(pte2maa(ptop26043) a(p 
, t 
= np
4  +4), 2p (n+1)(1) 04X
2  (n+3)(4)t(p) 2 
tr(6)2 = 4x2W(02 
iii) We have (U' (gT) 2(p+Ul t (gT) 2e) = 2U 1 (gT) 24) and 
U' = p2 (0
t + tt. Now -(9T)
2 = g n2 (n2 -1)/n+g 1
22/ n hence 
) 20.u ,t (gT) 2 (01, _p2 ((n 2 .4)911 2/n+eg1 2/00 1- (1) 
-2An2 -1)g n 2/111- 2g 1 2/n)(q)
t(P) 2 
From (i), (ii) and (iii) we obtain (3.25) as stated. 
CASE II 
We now specialise to Mantoris model [7] of the bosonic sector of 
the standard electroweak theory. The dimensional reduction of this 
model was discussed in Section 2.3. We have G = SU(3), 0(5) or G 2 
over M
4
xS2 with H = SU(2)xU(1) and a complex doublet of Higgs scalars. 
For this H we have n=2 in our SU(n)xU(1) formulae. In order to make 
contact with our notation consider the form of the covariant derivative 
given in (2.20). There 
Dp4) = BpOgApa (-1/2iaa )Og(-1/2i1)B litane 
where g is the overall coupling constant and 0 = 60 0 , 45
0 , 300  for 
G = SU(3), 50(5) or G 2 respectively. In our notation we have 
D (I) =  
47. 
48. 
Hence =1 and 
gi = g2tane (3.26) 
In Section 2.3 we found the following relationships between 
parameters, see equations (2.21), (2.23), (2.24) and (2.25) 
A = g22/8cos2e 
p2 = -1/R2 
where R is the radius of S2 and 
MH
2 = MZ
2 
W Z 
2 2 2 M = M c os 2O 
where MH is the Higgs meson mass 
2 2 MH = 2111 
and the Z and WI boson masses are 
MZ2 ' 2IP2I 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
2 M = 21112'cos20 (3.32) 
Equations (3.26), (3.27), (3.28) and (3.29) are the predictions of 
this CSDR model at the classical level. It is these relationships 
whose validity or otherwise must be checked under renormalisation. 
From (3.22) to (3.25) we have (for n=2, C=1) 
Z2(1) = (43g22/3)/16112e 
Z1(1) = (-g1213)/161126 
Z4)(1) = (6922+2912)/16112c (3.33) 
(1) _ 0 2 - (Jg2 /2+1/2912  +12X)/161I2E 
(1)  _	 2 2 4 2 2 4 ZA - (24A+3g2 +gi +9g2 /8A+3g1 g2 /4A+391 /10)/16112c 
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Consider first the relationship (3.26). This implies by (3.7) 
Z1-291r  = Z2- `g2' tan@ 
Now if the relationship is to hold under renormalisation then we must 
have gir = g2
rtan°. Hence 
(I) -1Z1 	 = -,Z2(1)  (3.34) 
must hold. However from (3.33) we find (substituting for gl in terms 
of 92r) 
Z2(1)-Z1(1) = (43+tan20)92ri/30  (3.35) 
Similarly if (3.27) is to hold under renormalisation then we must 
-2 have ZX Z  = Z2
-I  or to one loop order 0 
(I) (I) (I) Z - 2Z + Z2 	 = 0 X 0 (3.35) 
However from (3.33) after substitution for gir and Xr we obtain 
g22(18cos4e+25cos20+9)/3cos300  (3.37) 
It is the failure of (3.34) and (3.36) which indicate the relation-
ships predicted by CSDR between gauge coupling constants do not survive 
one loop renormalisation. 
The mass relationships (3.28) and (3.29) must be checked by 
identifying the renormalised masses after spontaneous symmetry breaking. 
The scalar sector of our theory is 
1-(0) =-IP2IZ100-AZA(0t0)2 
+ Z(3p0+g2Apa(-1/4Xa)0+g1 °(-1/2i.1)0)t 
X(a A "-I— A °/-1-1 1"\ py s2 p 2 afy si p k 2 . jp)
If we set 0=v+H where v = (lp21Z P  /2XZA  )- and expand (3.38) about 
the minimum <0> = v then we obtain the quadratic terms 
(3.38) 
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1/2(21,121zp)H2 2 p2 4. (9 _p_ L L 4AZ )(A +A - )I.LJI, 2+9 2. A 	 p p 	 -2` l` 2 )1p2IZpZ/4AZA)Ap2Ap2 
(3.39) 
where A + = (A 1±iA 2)1/2, A2  = (g A3  -g A0  )/(gi2  +g22  )2% . The Ii U 	 p 	 2 p 	 1 p 
coefficients of these terms give the renormalised masses of the Higgs 
meson H, the W± and Z bosons respectively. 
Using MH
r2  , Mr2  and Mr2  from (3.39) and (3.30), (3.31), (3.32) W  r2
for the unrenormalised masses allows us to write 
MH
u2 = M r2 -1 H p 
Mwu2 = Mwr2(8Acos20/922)ZAZ1-1Z(p-1 
M7 U2 = m Zr2(8A/(9,124.g22))z.vzp-lz(p-1 	 (3.40) 
Now the relationships (3.28) and (3.29) imply 
M Z = M2  (8A/g12+922))Z Z -1Z  -1 H p 	 P 6 
r2 -1 r2  (3.41) 
M r2(8Xcos20/g2
2)ZAZp
-1Z(13, 	 = M 
r2(8cos2OX/(gI 2+g2 2))ZA  Z p
-1Z  (3.42) 
If (3.29) is to hold also for renormalised masses and parameters then 
(3.39) implies we must have 
0 = z (1) z (1) - (1) 
to one loop order. Note that we are only concerned with infinite 
contributions to (3.41) here. However using (3.33) for ZA(1) and 
Z6  (1), and the expressions (3.26), (3.27) for the renormalised couplings 
we obtain 
zA(1).z(1)(1) = 922(6cos46-2cos20+5)/cos200 
Hence the prediction MH = Mz cannot be consistently renormalised. The 
relationship (3.42) implies Mwr2 = Mzr2922/(g12+922). However this 
ceases to be a prediction of CSDR for the W mass since the coupling 
constant relationships assumed in its evaluation are inconsistent at 
one loop. 
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We now examine some other CSDR models and their predictions. 
For brevity we only consider the coupling constant predictions in 
detail sketching briefly the spontaneous symmetry breaking which is 
of phenomenological interest only in the SU(2)xU(1) case. 
CASE III 
In this model we have G = SU(n+1) over M4xS2 with H = SU(n)xU(1) 
and a complex n of Higgs scalars [8]. 
The model is a direct generalisation of the choice G = SU(3) 
with 8 = 60° in case II. The notation and renormalisation constants 
(3.22) for a model with H = SU(n)xU(1) have already been given. Here 
we simply state the relationships predicted at the classical level by 
CSDR and examine their one loop corrections. 
From Schwarz and Tyupkin [7] equations (21), (26), (35), (36) and 
in particular for n=2 equation (37) we again obtain •=.1 and we have 
gi =v 	 (3.43) 
A = 1/28n 2 
 
(3.44) 
after expressing the action in the form (3.11). These agree for n=2 
with the SU(3) version (19=60°)of (3.26) and (3.27). Once more u2=-1/R2 
where R is the radius of S2. Spontaneous symmetry breaking to 
K = SU(n)xU(1) occurs with a singlet 'Higgs' meson and a complex n-1 
'W' plus singlet 'Z' vector bosons with predicted mass relationships 
analogous to (3.28) and (3.29) which we do not study in detail. 
For the coupling constant renormalisations we use  
(1) and Z from (3.22) and Z (1) from (3.25) with E=1. The discussion (I) 
leading to equations (3.34) and (3.36) is identical with Zn(1) 
(1) replacing Z2 . After substitution for Ar and gir with the appropriate 
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renormalised versions of (3.43) and (3.44) we find 
z . 	 Z1(1) = 23ngn2/3 0 
ZA(1) - 2Z (1)+Z (1) = (29n+73)9n2/6 0 (I) n 
Note these agree with (3.35) and (3.37) for n=2 and 0=60° as they 
must. Once again the predictions of CSDR at the classical level do 
not survive renormalisation. 
CASE IV 
In this model [8] we have G = SU(r(21+1)) over M4xS3 with 
H = SU(r) and an adjoint plus singlet, real (r2-1) + 1) of Higgs 
scalars. 
It is convenient for this model to adopt a vector notation for 
fields in the adjoint representation. Since T2 = -r.1, C = r, R = 1/2 
(see case II) and all traces vanish for the singlet representation 
we have from (3.8) and (3.9). 
ZA
(1) = 7r92/16112E 
Z1  2  
 
= 8rg /16H 0 
z(Po(1) =o 
From Schwarz and Tyupkin [8] three equations after (38) we find 
• U(4)) = 2 tr(20 )2  /41(1+1) 
after appropriate •redefinitions of fields to obtain the action in the 
form (3.1). R is the radius of S3 and is the matrix = (p.X+4)0A0 
where Aa' A0 were given in case I. In order to compute the one loop 
corrections to this we need to expand it in the form 
2 2 2 2 2 U(4)) = -"04 4-As(1)  
where (14)a = dabc(Pb(l)c• There are five possible quartic invariants 
(3.45) 
(3.44) 
(3.47) 
(3.48) 
3.49) 
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involved. The scalar fields may be regarded as constituting the 
reducible representation Mill of U(r). The symmetric fourth 
Kronecker power is II1{1}1S)(4} = Y IA 1.4{T}a}. Each of the five 
partitions of 4 produces just one quartic invariant. To evaluate 
the trace in (3.48) we use some formulae for the calculus of SU(r) 
invariant tensors given in Appendix B. First we write =. (Pa Aa +c1)0 X13 . 
Since A commutes with Aa we find 
4 4 4 3 3 2 2 
= (Po A +44)o (l 'a A 0 +6% (PaYo Aa b+ (Po 4A(PcAo Aa AbAc 
(Pa 4)0c (Pd Aa AbAcAd 
Using (B.1), (B.2), (B.7) and A0 = (2/r) 1/2 we obtain 
tr(04 ) =4404/r4-4W)2/r+24%21.2/r1-8(2/r) 1/2(1)04,..1,1±2(4A) 
where (441.) a = dabc (1) (1) 
with (3.49) yields 
A = A s = Am/6 = g 2/r1(1+1) 
= 2i/4 2/A71(1+1) 
Add = 
2 
g /21(1+1) 
Substituting this into (3.48) and comparing 
c■-• 
(3.50) 
These are the relationships, predicted by CSDR, between the coupling 
constants at the classical level. 
Now we need to calculate the one-loop corrections to the scalar 
potential. From (3.10) we must calculate 
AU (1) (0) = -1/2tr(U" T + 3tr(P2 )/2 
2 U  Denoting by Uji we have from (3.49) 
srj 
12402+2Ame, Uoo = Uao = 4Am(1)A1-3Ad ( ")) a 
U = 2A 2cp+4A 2 
s' 'a-1-3A d 
a 100 a aef(PA+4Adddaefl'edfgh(Pg (1) h 
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Uba = (2X 6 
2+4A 6 +8A 6 6 +6X 6 d 6 4X 
mo s— a sab doabere+ dddaefd efg (I'f (Pg 
•8AdddaeOedfgb(Pg 
It is convenient to rewrite U ba usi ng (B.7), as 
W
1 A 
o
2 All 4.91 / NA2 1X 4J01(1 91 A.)A A 
Uba = ( "
9 
  
▪ dabe (6A0o(l)e+. 8Add 4" ) e )472Addtr (AaAeX0f )(1)o (l)f 
,„ oafN21_,/,, 
ba
2 .. 
Now 1/2tr(U") 2 = 'u" oo
2+ ) Using the above we find 
 
"' '' u  
2 U = 144x
2 (1)
o 4
+4A 2 (62 ) 2+48X Xm 6o 
262 oo m — 
(u0a )2 = 16A 
 2, 2,2+24A A „ 2 1„
*N
2- 
m m eo
,
M" I*I! " d ,±±! 
and after a lengthy calculation, using the trace tormulae B.3), (B.6) 
to (B.9) given in Appendix B, 
(Uba ) 2 
= 4A 26 4+(48Ams-64Am
Add+36(r
2 -4)Ad
2/r)6o
22 
m o 
+(144A 5 2 -128AsAdd/r+(64-384/r 2 ) ' Add
2)()2)2 
+(96 ( r 2 -8) AdAddir+96AdAs)(Pocl" (44(1))+((64r-960/6Add
2+192AddAs)(6*6) 2 
Next, g 2U'T
2 
= 9
2
(-r)Ua 6a since for the singlet T
2 = 0 and 
for the adjoint T
2 = -r. Hence 
9
2
U'T
2
(I) = -2rg
2
Am60
2
6
2
-4rg
2
y1
2
)
2 
-3rg 2Aeog2: ( i60-4rg 2Add (1-*
02 
Finally, tr(P2 ) has no contribution from the singlet since T 2 =0 
and for the adjoint it becomes 
tr(P2 ) =g4 (ta fl c (tb ,i0 c (tb(p) d (tfl d 
4
e
„
g
A f
ace
f f 
= g Pry P bcf
f 
 bdg adh 
Using (B.1) and (8.2) We obtain- 
f f ace bcfe f th = -tr(XeXaXfythethf/4+5122 6ab./  "dabe(i4)e/2 
Substituting this into our expression for tr(P2) and using (8.6) to 
(B.9) we obtain 
2 	 4 	 2 tr(P ) = g (2(th )2  +r(th*th) /4) 
Putting all this information together (3.10) gives 
-U(1)(4)4) = ((72X2+2X 2)th 4 m o 
+(2X2m +72Xs2  -64XsXdd/r+(32-192/r2 )A.,1d24.40,024.394)( 2 2 
2 	 4/67,d2.1.2rxmg2)0y +(16Xm +48XX +24X X mms 	 m 	 r+18(r -32AAdd/ 
+(24xmxd+48(r-8/r)X X 	 8X X rXd- a2)th th 6 6 - 
+(9Xd2+32(r-15/r )Add2 4.9•6Add Xs+4rXddg2+3rg4/8)(th4th)2)/16H2c 
If we adopt in addition to (3.7) the renormalised couplings 
Au = Z Z -2Xr 
(I)o 
AU 	 -2 r  	 =ZZA s 	 s4 	 s 
AU =ZZ 	 ZA m 	 m 6 6o 	 m 
= Z Z -1/2z -3/2Ar d tho 	th 
Au = Z Z -2Xr dd 	 dd th 	 dd 
then we have 
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.(3.51) 
(3.52) 
zA(1)404+zs(i)xsW)2+zm(1)vp024,24.zd 	
A 
(i).d,o. (14°Zdd( )Add(M )2 
and the one-loop renormalisation constants may be read off from (3.51). 
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The relationships (3.50) amongst unrenormalised parameters imply 
relationships amongst renormalised parameters. These are consistent 
with (3.52) provided we have 
Z (1)-2Z (1)+z (1) . 0 A 	 1)0 	 A 
Zs(1)(1)+ZA(1) = 0 
z (1)_z (1)_z (1)+z (1) . 0 
m 	 4' 4)o A 
7 (1).17 (1),2_1/2z (1)+z (1) . 0 
(1)0 A 
Zdd(1)-2Z(I)(1)+ZA(1) = 0 
However after substitution for the renormalised parameters in the 
renormalisation constants using (3.47), (3.50) and (3.51) we obtain 
(72/r21(1+1)+7)rg2 * 0 
(8(r+8)/r1 (1+1)+4r+3r1 (1+1) )g2 0 
(8(3r2+7)/r21(1+1)+1)rg2 	 0 
(3.53) 
(24/1(1+1)-2)r92 
(16/1(1+1)+4+31(1+1)/4)rg 0. (3.54) 
The fourth expression appears to be zero for 1=3 but it was 
derived assuming the other coupling constant relationships could be 
consistently renormalised. Once more we have found the CSDR predictions 
cannot be renormalised consistently. 
In the next section we discuss our results. 
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3.4 DISCUSSION 
It has been amply demonstrated in the previous section that the 
apparent successes of CSDR schemes for model-building are illusory 
if a consistent renormalisable theory is sought. With the one-loop 
examples from section 3.3 at hand we move here to a more general 
discussion of the CSDR constraints and their renormalisation bearing 
in mind the origin of the CSDR models in higher dimensions. 
The coupling and mass relationships of the CSDR scheme generate 
inconsistencies at the one-loop level because the consequent relations 
amongst renormalised parameters contain unremovable infinities. If one 
could work to all orders of the expansion parameter then the relation-
ships might hold. However, at present this cannot be done. Since the 
relationships are between physical masses and couplings the gauge 
dependence of our calculations does not matter. One consistent 
possibility at arbitrary loop order would be an identity between the 
full renormalised constants. For example 
 
- - Z Z 2  = ZA
1 
 A (I) 
for quartic scalar couplings (see equations (3.21), (3.36), (3.46) 
and (3.53)). Such identities might be generated by extra symmetries 
of the CSDR models. 
Another view of quantum corrections in CSDR schemes comes from 
the constraint equations. For a vector gauge field the constraint, 
as discussed in section 2.2 is 
LA=314+ ,W 
	
C P 	 P C 	 P 
If we require this constraint. to hold under multiplicative renormalisation 
then we must have ZA  1/2 = ZW  1/2 cf (3.7). Now W essentially gives the 
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scalar fields, see (2.4) for example, hence we require 
Z
A 
= Z 4) 
This is untenable in general. 
Another possibility is the existence of more general forms of 
higher-dimensional action than the fdd FKL FKL usually assumed. 
For example in case I [6] the counterpart of this is fd 6XX2FKL
FKL 
where XM = (e,e,b) runs over four Minkowski and two Grassmann 
coordinates,see Section 2.5. In this formalism there is no reason 
to exclude a gauge-invariant term of the form fd
6
XX
K
FK
L
FL
M
Xm with 
some arbitrary coefficient. After dimensional reduction the presence 
of this arbitrary coefficient causes the quartic scalar coupling 
constant to become arbitrary also. Previously we had A = 3g 2/8 
implying a relationship between renormalisation constants if the 
theory is to be consistently renormalisable. Now there need not be 
any such relation. Possibly similar generalisations could be made 
for the other cases considered. In any case the introduction of such 
gauge invariant terms will remove some of the classical predictions 
of the CSDR models. 
Discussion of CSDR from the higher-dimensional viewpoint raises 
the question of comparison with the full harmonic expansion mentioned 
in Section 2.1. This comparison has been made by Palla [13] for a 
Yang-Mills theory coupled to fermions. The zero-mass spectrum of 
the full harmonic expansion was found to be greater than that of the 
CSDR scheme. Perhaps CSDR should be augmented by some consistent 
dynamical mechanism which includes the effects of some of these fields. 
Renormalisation is also crucially affected by matter fields which 
were ignored in the present treatment. 
In view of the difficulties raided in this chapter, the utility 
of CSDR schemes for model-building is questionable. In the next two 
chapters we make an investigation of the second application of CSDR 
schemes that is their application to BRST quantisation. 
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4 	 BRST QUANTISATION OF ANTISYMMETRIC TENSOR FIELDS 
4.1 PREAMBLE 
In this chapter we apply the formalism of Chapter 2 to the BRST 
quantisation of rank-R antisymmetric tensor gauge fields DA. The 
covariant quantisation of these field's has received many treatments 
in the past [5-7,9-13]. The rank-2 or Kalb-Ramond field is of 
interest as a mediator of string interactions [2] and as a member of 
the minimal set of auxiliary fields for supergravity [3]. The rank-3 
field has also been studied in connection with supergravity [4] and 
the U(1) problem [5]. 
For the readers convenience we commence in Section 4.2 with the 
BRST quantisation of the Kalb-Ramond field. Following the method 
described in Chapter 2 we derive the constraint equation for the fields 
and then for the gauge parameter. Expanding the gauge parameter as a 
function of the Grassmann coordinates we solve for the components. 
These solutions are then used in the field constraint to find the 
components of the superfield. We leave any discussion of our results 
until after the rank-R case is treated. 
In Section 4.3 we perform the same steps for the general rank-R 
antisymmetric tensor gauge field. Naturally these reduce for R = 2 
to the results of the previous section. The reader who wishes to skip 
the details of the calculation is guided directly to the main results. 
We then compare our ghost-spectrum and degree-of-freedom count with 
those obtained by other authors. 
Finally, in Section 4.4 we construct a six-dimensional, BRST 
invariant action for the Kalb-Ramond field. We then substitute our 
solutions to the field constraint into the action and reduce it to 
its four-dimensional form. We compare this action also with the work 
of previous authors. 
4.2 CONSTRAINTS AND SOLUTIONS FOR THE KALB-RAMOND FIELD 
We take our fields VmN(x,0,-6) = -EMNP/Nm(x,0,-(5) to be in an 
irreducible representation of OSp(4/2). Our space-time symmetry is 
4 M XS/R where S = Sp(2)AT2 and R = Sp(2). Then the requirement that 
our fields be S-invariant leads us to a constraint (4.2) on the fields. 
We derive this constraint as follows. 
Suppose the infinitesimal action of the group S, with generators 
Ji satisfying Ni-,J0 = Cib- J-6, on the coordinates is 
XM XM + pM 
with p = p . 
S also induces a variation of the antisymmetric field. To find this 
action we write 
VMN = TMUN - EMNifNUM 
then the vectors transform as 
T'm(X') =
K Tv(X) 
- IN \ 
hence VMN transforms as 
V'MN (X') = DXK TK(X) DXL U (X) - [MN]XL T (X) DXK UK(X) DM' 
 
m 	 ---m 
	
DX' 	 3X1 
=.-EKNDXK DXL (TLUK - EKLIIKUL) 
- - -N ax. 
= -[KN](6M K-M3 p
K 
N
L
-N3 p
L)VLK  (X) . 
= VMN(X) + 
A Taylor expansion 
V'MN(X') = V' MN  (X) 
[MDMp
KVNK + EMNDNp VLM 
of V' around X gives also MN 
+ pL3LymN(X) 
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Then the Lie derivative of V is given by 
LoVmN = V'mN(X) -. VmN(X) 
= - MpKVKN + [mNia. - foLa v N LM L MN 
The field VMN is S-invariant if the action of S is compensated 
by a gauge transformation with gauge parameter 
WPN = 
= 	 P - 	 DNWPM (SpVmN y  N EMN 
The constraint on the field VmN is then given by 
pKV +FMND pLV -pl" V = a wP -NN]a wP M KN NLM LMN MN . NM 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
Now the commutator of two Lie derivatives is another Lie derivative. 
Applying this to the Lie derivative of VmN we obtain a constraint (4.4) 
on the gauge parameter. We require 
ELG,L0mN =L [o,p]VmN 
	
= aM N  	 EMNDNWEa'PjM 	 (4.3) 
where = 
We have from (4.1) and (4.2) 
LpLaVmN = Lp(amteN-EMNDNWam) 
= -a M pK(aK Wa N-EKNDNWGK)+CMNDNpK(3KWGM4KmaM K) 
- pK 	 Wo - [mN]aNWGM) K M N 
Hence we find 
EL(5'LpDIMN = aMLaWPN-DMLpWaN-EMNDNLaWPM+u■IN]aNLpWGM 
where we have used 
L WP = L3 WP - (a LluP aN 	 LN 	 Na in L 
since W is a vector. 
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Then the requirement (4.3) implies 
3 (L  MoWPN -L  pWaN ) -EM Na N13 (L WPM -L pWaM  ) = M WEa'P3N -EMND NWFP'P] 
We then take the constraint on the gauge parameter to be 
L WP -L 141° - WEG ' P]N G N p N - 
although a more general solution of the form L
GWPN -L pWc1N -WEP ' P] N=aNZ 
is possible. 
We can now solve these constraints for the case of interest to 
BRST quantisation namely M
4
XS/R where S = Sp(2,R)AT2 and R = Sp(2,R). 
The Killing vectors and the structure constants for this group 
(4.4) 
have been given in (2.23) and (2.22) respectively. We shall solve 
the gauge parameter constraint first then use these solutions to 
solve the field constraint. 
To solve (4.4) for the gauge parameter we need to consider three 
cases (i) (13-5-,0-5) = (ii) (EP,Tmn/2) and finally 
(iii) (Tmn/2,T k1 /2). 
i) For this case we have C pqM = 0 from (2.22) hence (4.4) becomes 
0 = -EP L D (OW )-a (6Pc ilpqw +10q C L 9 (EPW )4- D (Pc1 L )E PW L qN N p qL q L pN N q pL 
Substituting for the Killing vectors this reduces to 
0 = W + W p qN q pN (4.5) 
The solution to this may be written in the form 
WqN = aq F N. 
where FN  (x '. 0=0) = 0 
ii) The gauge parameter constraint becomes 
_EPr ti—mPu 1+1—)7111 r (,Pu ) 4.1( , -01r L,Pw 
'7F) "mnN' 'frin "pN' -211" I "pL 
(4.6) 
= -1/2EPTI/InnnpWmN-1/20)TilinnmpWnN 
Using the Killing vectors we then solve for (a) N = m and (b) N .1 
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a) The constraint gives 
-pWmnp-E6m3nWpp+0n3mWpp =-11npWmplmpWnp  (4.7) 
It is convenient here to introduce the operators Emn and 
E°mn 	 Emn acts only on Sp(2) indices. Its action is given 
by 
EmnTp -p = Tnp -p +r P1 Imp -p +—+TImp Tp.p n 1 q 	 1 	 2 q 	 1 	 2 q 
+n T  (4.8) • npq pl-pq_im 
where the p. are Sp(2) indices. Note also if T pl.pi.pi-pq 
then the action of Emn is simply = TPl-Pj-Pi-Pq 
= T 	 A 	 iffi 	 T 	 A 	 (4.9) EmnTpl.pq 1-1 mpi nprpi-pq npi mpl“pi.pq 
A where p. denotes the absence of the index p. mn is 
given by 
Eomn = mn+en3m 	 (4.10) 
We then construct an operator E'mn 
E,
mn 
=
mnmn 	 (4.11) 
with properties 
[Elmn'Elk1] = Ilmjmn1411 
E, E, I., El kn "nk ml "n1 km 
[Elmn'p = 0 
We can rewrite (4.7) using these operators •as 
-3pWmnp = -E mnWpp 
Using (4.6), the solution for W '  this becomes PP 
Wmnp = '  F pEmn p p 
since Elmn and 3 commute. The solution to this may be 
written 
W = A +El F mnu ninp mn p 
where Amni:i has no 0 dependence. 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
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If N = 1 we obtain 
-1314mn14-elmnWpl+odmWp141-1m1Wpn+nn1Wpm=-1-InpWml-TImpWn1 
which we can rewrite as 
-pmni= -E'  mn Wpl 
Using the solution (4.6) for Wp1 this becomes 
DpWmn1 = pEmnF1 
with solution 
W 	 =A 	 +' mn1 	 mn1 	 mn 1 
where Awl has no 0 dependence. 
ii) In this case the constraint becomes 
(4.15) 
r Ma w lr Mlw 	 +r N-uN 'mn WainNA-3 (k1 )WmnM 
+ = rinkWm1N+1n1WknN+n mkW  n1 N n1 W kmN (4.16) 
Once more we solve for the cases (a) N = p and (b) N = q. 
a) 	 We have 
-(e a +0 a )w 	+(e a +e a )W mn nm kl p 	 k 1 1 k mnp = ilnkWm1 Pm] wknp -ilmkWn1 p+nn1W'kmp 
which we can rewrite as 
E 	 W 	 -E 	 W = n W 	 +n W +fl W +11 W kl mnp 	 mn kl p 	 km 1 np kn ml p' m knp ln mkp 
Using the solution (4.12) for Wmnp  we can split (4.15) into 
two parts 
E A 	 -E A 	 = n A 	 +n A 	 -1-1 A 	 +n A kl mnp mn klp 	 km lnp kn mlp lm knp ln mkp 
and 
nElmk)Fp W kl'Elmn5p = (nkrj)n+nknEsmenlmE n+ 
which is simply an identity by (4.12). 
Now (4.18) is simplyk 1Amnp = 0. Introducing the operator E  
kl C2 = 	 kl' E E 	 whose action is calculated in Appendix C, 
we can write this as C A 2-mnp = 0. 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
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Then equation (C .2) gives us C2Amnp = -16Amnp hence the 
solution to (4.18) is 
An = 0. 
b) For N = q (4.16) becomes 
El -EI 	 = 	 41 klWmnq mnWklq nkmWlnq  nWmlq nlmWknql-nln mkg 
Using the solution (4.15) for Wmnq this becomes 
E A -E A = n A +11 A +n A +n A kl mnq mn klq km Inq lm knq ln mkg kn m q 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
and an identity once more for Fq• 
To solve (4.20) we operate on both sides with Emn then it 
becomes 
C2Akiq = Emn(nkemni+nlemnk) (4.21) 
Now we decompose Akiq into 
A<3> A<1> Aklq = al' klq'a2' klq 
where 
A<3> = A +A klq klq lqk+A  qkl 
A<1> =EA r klq kl rq 
= 72Aklq+Alqk+Aqkl 
Hence al = 1/3= -a2. 
Now Appendix C equation (C.2) gives 
C A = -14A -8A -8A 
 
2 klq klq lqk kql 
Using. (4.22) we can rewrite this as 
C A = 2A<1> -10A<3> 2 klq klq klq 
We can express the right-hand side of (4.21) in terms of 
A<1> and A<3> kl q kl q by 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
vmn, 
q-Amn1 +n  1q Amnk ) = 2(nkq 	 1 nnrAinr 	 q "
nnr A
knr) ‘nk - 
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= -4Aklq+2Alqk+2Akql 
= 2•<1> klq 
From (4.23) and (4.24) we find only A<1 1c, 0. Letting 
Arqr.= 3B we have from (4.22) 
Aklq = -EklBq 
Finally performing a 0 expansion of FN 
FN = O
sA +1/202A sN N 
we can write our solutions (4.6), (4.14) and (4.15) as 
W = A +e X qN qN q N 
Wmnp = 0
sEmnAsp 
W = A +OPE A 44-02E mnl mn1 mn pl 2 mn 1 
where Amnl = - EmnB1 from (4.25). 
Having solved the gauge parameter constraint we can now use the 
solutions to solve the field constraint. 
The field constraint (4.2) can be considered in six parts: 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
(1) (043,14,N) . (en,p,v), 	 (e101,(1), (iii) (cno,q),(iv) (1/2Tmn,p,v), 
(v) (1/2Tmn01,1 ) and (vi) (1/2Tmn,l,q). 
i) The constraint is 
_en, La v = /en, l_a ten, 
'n L pv "nvi wnpi 
Using the solution for Wo (4.26) this gives 
a V a A -a A -e (a X -a X ) n pv vnp pnv n pv vp 
The most general solution to this is 
V =v +01)(a A - A )+1/2e20 X -a X ) pv v pp p pv PV (4.29) 
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ii) For this case the constraint yields 
Vp = -9 W -9 W n p nq q np 
By (4.26) this becomes 
aVpq = -aP 	 npq nq Anq - eax-nA n 	 p 
whose solution is 
m(nmqxp+9pAmq) - 1/262apAq (4.30) Vpq = cpq-O  
iii) In this case we obtain 
3nVlq = 91Wnq+9qWn1 
Then (4.26) gives us 
9nV144 = nn Aq + nnq Al 
and the solution to this is 
Vlq = clq+em(9m1Aq+9mqA1) (4.31) 
iv) The field constraint becomes 
-0 9 V -6 9 V 	 = 	 W 	 -3 W m n pv n m pv p mnv v mnp 
Substituting the solution for Wmnp (4.27) and for V 	we 
find this to be trivially satisfied. 
v) For this case we obtain 
rim1Vnp"n1Vmp-emanVpl-enamVp1 = T.114mnl-D1Wmnp 
Using the solution (4.28) since Vnp = - Vpn and (4.30) this 
becomes to zeroth order in 0 
-EA 	 .11 c +11 c 	 fl 3B-11 D mn lp 	 lm pn ln pm-  lm p n ln pB  m 
which we write as 
mnclp = -E A -E 	 B mn lp mn p 1 
hence 
clp =-A 	 B 1P P 1 
The first and second orders in 0 are trivially satisfied. 
(4.32) 
vi) The constraint becomes 
-0 3 V -6 V= a W +3 W -.m1 nq .n1 mq mq nl nq ml m n lq n m lq 1 mnq q mn1 
The solutions (4.28) and (4.31) then imply 
ilmcnq4111ncmq"qmqn141qnqm1+0q(-111mxn-illnxm)- 1 n-61qnAm 
=EA +EA+8EA+6E mn lq mn ql 1 mn q q mnA  1
At zeroth order in 6 this gives 
-E c 	 = E A +E A mn lq mn lq mn ql 
hence 
clq = -Alq-Aql 
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(4.33) 
First and second order equations in 0 are again identities. 
Before writing the solutions in their final form it is convenient 
to define 
A' .=A   lp+3pB1 
Then the solutions from (4.29) to (4.33) are 
V = pv 	 pv 	 v mp p 	 Vp pV 
pl 	 141(n1mAp-3pAm1)-1/202y 1 
Viq = -Alq-Aq1+6Nrimlynmixi) 
which we can clearly write, dropping the prime onA' as PP' 
N = XMN-9M(OAqN+1/282AN)4MND (6qA +1/202A ) N qM M (4.34) 
where X 	 = v 	 and X 	 = Xlq = 0. We will return to this form later. pv pv P1 
We now write the solutions to the field constraint in their final 
form. To do so we decompose Aql into Aql = 2 	 +1/231 A rr and define 
• A' 	= A -1/2D A q 1 	 1.1 	 pq 
then our solutions, dropping the prime on A', are 1- 
V 	 = v+0m(D pm-apcvm)+1/20
2(3,,A -3 A ) pv 	 v 	 v 
V 	 = c +0m(n A +1/23 c 	)-1/2e2a A pl 	 lm p 	 p lm 	 p 1 
Viq = C.WOM(rimiXenniciAi) 
Before we discuss these results we perform the corresponding 
calculation for the rank-R anti-symmetric tensor gauge fields. 
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(4.35) 
4.3 CONSTRAINTS AND SOLUTIONS FOR HIGHER RANK ANTI-SYMMETRIC FIELDS 
We write the superfield as Vm m (x,e,T) where for convenience "l'
.
"R 
we take the first q indices to be odd and the last R-q even. 
The superfield in this form has the following symmetry properties 
Vm m m m = Vm m m m "1”"i-"j7-R "1"'"j“"r"R' 
..M....M.... ' M 4+15_i<jR 
 
j R . 
We now derive the constraint equation resulting from the require-
ment that the superfields be S-invariant. The field constraint is 
given in equation (4.40) and the gauge parameter constraint in 
equation (4.44) should the reader wish to skip the details of the 
calculation. 
A rank R tensor may be written as a linear combination of terms 
which are a product of R rank one tensors. Thus to find the trans-
formation of a rank-R tensor under a change of coordinates one need 
only consider the transformation of such a product. 
A product of R rank one tensors transforms, under a change of 
coordinates, as 
(4.36) 
Hence Vm..m transforms as 1 R 
V'mr. R(x.) = x
41 Dx/i 	(1 15_i<j<REN0.1N.M.1)V ' 	 1 J 	 NN f.R 1 	 . R DX' 	 DM 
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N1 	 NR V'm (X') .V'm (X') - X V -.3X 	V 1 R  	 M N1 	 MR NR 1 3X'- 	 9X1 
N1 	 NR = x 	 BX [N.N.HN.M.1)V —VNR ---M  1 R  	15.i<j5Rij 	 ij DX' 	 DX' 
Suppose the infinitesimal action of a group S, with generators Ji-
satisfying EJ-i-,Je = CdJ-E-, on the coordinates is X'M = XM + pM, 
where pM = p  - and the E 	 are the Killing vectors. Then this 
N1 	 N1 	 ND 	 ND (cS 	 -D p m pII 	 EN.N.EN.M.1)V M1 	 M1 	 R 	 R 1d<j5R lj 	 ij 	 N1R 
= 4=1-  DmkpNk(ITi<kE iNk][MiMkJ)VM1- k-1NkMk+f.MR 
Now our rank R fields satisfy Vm 	 = 14=1(-(MiMO)Vm  
where Mk indicates the subscript M should be omitted, hence equation 
(4.37) becomes 
Nk 	 k-1 4=1 	 kP ( ) 	 (Hi<JMiMONkMf.MkR) 
u =v q -D 	  ^	 p m(-1)m-IV 	  ^Lk=1 m 	 - e Nk f.Mk-MR 	 k=q+1 Mk 	 NkMf.MOR 
v R  = 	 =1 - s(k)(a pN)vmm 	 m r■.; k 	 Mk 	 R 
where 
$(k) = 1 	 • 11(.1q 
(-1)k-1 q+1<k<R 
induces a transformation on VM1 MR 
(4.37) 
A Taylor expansion of V to first order in pN gives M1-11R 
V'M
1MR 
(X') = - (X)+p
N3mVm Jo (X) 
" "1."R 
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Then the Lie derivative of V
M1 MR 
is 
LVMM = 	 R N■1 	 A N, ' k=1.'Mk "NM .M,-M 	 P uNM1-MR k R 
is said to be S-invariant if the action of S can be 1R 
compensated by 
YR 	  ^pVM "M = 	 =1s(k)a MkwP Mr.Mk R 1 R 
This requirement gives a constraint on the fields Vm 41 that is "f R _ vrt N  ^ S(k)D Wp Lk=1S(k)(am P )Vmm ,m 041 -0N3mVm _m = 4.1 	 mk .mkR 
(4.38) 
(4.39) 
(4.40) 
Again if we require that the action induced on Vm .14 by S "1"'R 
acting twice on the coordinates should also be compensated by a trans-
formation of the form (4.39) then 
ELG,Lp7V = L V [a,P] Mi-MR 
Ca,p]  ^s(k)a w 	 m .m .m k=1 	 Mk 	 1 k R 
where [op]c =-05ap5C Fand we obtain a constraint on W 
=1 
 ^
yR s(k) Mk3 (1_a Mi-Mk-MR  ^	 - p Mf O  ^	 ) -k .M R 
= 	 S(k) 	 WEG'P3  ^K 1 	 M 	 M1k R 
To derive (4.42) we start with 
mrm 
(4.41) 
(4.42) 
Lg LpVm 
=(i)(D 	 ...B()3j 	 WP 	  ^^ 4.d<j5RS . )[MMJENM ljj 	 M. NM “ML-M -M Mi 	 j 	 lijR 
- ):15.j<id(i)(aM-GN".B(j)DM.WPNM.dM...M.-m j 	 1 	j 	 12' 
,R ).i=1S(i)(aM )a WP -0NaSC)a wP N .=1 j M. M J 	 fjR 
Now we have, irrespective of whether i>j or i<j, 
-(aMiaN)aMieNMf.Mi-Aj-MRENMj3 = -aM1((aM.PN)WPNM1-Mi-Mi-MR) j 
▪api.am (GNOmm 	 )-BM4][NMI.RINam am elm '1,\A h^,4 .m 
"j 	 ""1 "1 "j "R 	 ' 	 "i "j ""r"i"j""R 
Using this in (4.43) we find 
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(4.43) 
L L V a p M -MR Yli<j5RS(i)EM6B(i)[-am ((a bN)WP 	 " 	 ) Mj 
+ am.3m.(aNWp- _ 	 )-[NM.][NM.]aNa a P ] M. MWNM . 	 .-M...m_ ij 	 lijR 	 ijilj -m K 
N p ▪/1<j<i<RS(i)S(i) E-aM.((BM.a )14 NM1-Mj-Mi-MR) j 
a (0Np W- 	 A A 	 )-[NM ][NM.]aN3 a WP M. M. 	 NM-M.-ML-M 	 i 	 M. M. NM j 	 lj 	 R 	 j 	 ljiR 
_ 	 ct4Na 	 uP 
Now 	 = MaM  so this becomes 
	
j 	 . 	. i j 	 J 	1 
L L v 	 = 	 s(i)  a Mf.MR 	 Mi  1 ijR 
- ):15.j<.NRS(i)aM.(S(j)(aM.PN)WPNM1-M-1■1j-MR) 
-4=1S( )aM. (aNaNWPM1-Ai.mR) 
= 	 1S(i)aM.(LaWPM 	 ) 1 	 R 
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Hence 
EL 0'L  p Mi-MR = Xi=1S(i)k (LaWPM M R 	 LpWGMf.MI.1■1R) 
substituting this in (4.41) gives us the constraint (4.42) on 
mi-mk-mR, 
We then take this constraint to have the form 
JWPM - m -  L WG 
_ .Ea p] 
1 R P • -  	 ' MR MI..mR 
(4.44) 
Again a more general solution is possible. 
We now solve the constraints for the case of interest to BRST 
quantisation. We take M4xS/R to be M4x(Sp(2,R)AT2)/Sp(2,R). The 
appropriate Killing vectors and structure constants have been given 
already in equations (2.23)and (2.22)respectively. The solutions to 
the gauge parameter constraint will be used to solve the field 
constraint so we solve (4.44) first. The solutions are given in 
equations (4.51) and (4.52). 
Beforewesolve(4.44)wenotethat ml.pN = 0 for i=q+1 to R i 
for our choice of S. We can write the constraint in a simpler form as 
N 0 = - 	 W 	 A  -1=11C 'a '- DIM1"Mi 1 P 'N' "1-5MI-MRi 
N, 'a '15 lp "iNM1-kr.MR.CT 1-)uN(P WiMf.MR) (4.45) 
C- WE-M M p ‘"51 1-R 
In solving this we need to consider three cases 
(i) (pa,ou) = (er,ns), (ii) /z) and (iii) (Tmna,Tk1/2) 
i) Since Crs  = 0 and Mr C 	 = 0 the constraint reduces to . 
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0 = Y4sM1R 
+ asWrM1-MR 
The solution to this is 
WsM1-MR 
= sFM1-MR 
with F 	 (x,e=0) = 0 MMR 
i) After substitution for the Kiling vectors and factoring out 
r mn T we obtain 
0 = - r-m 	 (nMf.MR 	 i=1n  mMiW  rnMf.Mi-MR-11nMiWrmMf.Mi-MR) 
+1 (e 	 +n mn+enm)W011-MR nrW  mM1-1%1R -mr
W  nM-MR 
We rewrite this,using (4.11) and (4.13), as 
W 	 E W r mnM1 -MR 
= 	 l r mn rM1R 
Using (4.46), the solution for W 	 , this gives w 	 = AmnMi.MR + 	 mnF  Mf.MR E' 
where Amnm .m  = Wmnm .m  (x,e=0) 
	
mf R 	 f R 
For the third case the constraint is 
(4.46) 
(4.47) 
(4.48) 
o = -Xcil=1(1mM.WklnM 	 - 
 
) e 	+0 man nam klM.d 1 1 R 1 	 1 	 R 	 1 R 
)1=1(nkM.Wmn1M "M.-M 4-11M.WmnkM-ML-M ) 	 (e +613k)WmnM -M 11 R 	 11 R 	 1 R 
nnkWm1M1-MR-1m1WknMf.MR-1mkWn1M R-nP1WkmM—MR 
which we rewrite as 
Ek1Wm011-MR-IninWklMi-MR.= ilkmW1nMf.MR-I-nknWm1Mr.MR"OknMf.MR4-nlnWmkMi-MR 
Then using the solution (4.48) for Wm041R.41 we can write this 
in two parts as 
EklAmnM-M -EmnAk1M 1  -MR  = nkmAlnMi-MR"knAm1M1-MR+nlmAknMf-MR 1 	R 	 . 
nlnAmkMf-MR 
= E' +n 	 +n El 411 E' )F 
	
kl mn Mi-MR 	 km ln kn ml lm kn ln mk Mr.MR 
The latter equation is an identity by (4.12). 
The solution of the constraint (4.49) is calculated in Appendix D 
We decompose Akimi.mR into 
Aq+2> 	 <q> AklM1-MR 	 a2A 	 klMi•MR a3eq-2>klM1.MR 
where 
+ ^klM.MR = AklM1-MR 41=1(A 1kM.1M1 1 -M--MR 	 1 AM.1kM -
A 
z „rs yq A<q>klM1R= kl" 	 Li=l-rM.sM 41.-M 111 R 
Aq-2>klM1.-MR fil=1 
and 
n 	 -'„ n Ars kMi 1Mj 	 rsM -Mj-MR 
al = 2/(q+1)(q+2) 	 a2 = -1/q(q+2) 	 a3 = 1/q(q+1) 	 (4.50) 
Then we find that the only solutions to (4.49) are 
0-2>=<0> eq>klMl-MR a nd klM•R • 
Performing a 0 expansion of Fil:41R 
= 0sA s 	
2 F -MR 	 - 	 Mf-MR M1 MR 
+ 1-0 A M1 
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(4.49) 
 78. 
We can write (4.46) as 
WsMM = AsMI-MR + sMi- MR 
and (4.48) as 
wmnM1R = AmnM-MR + 0 EmnArM + %0
2E
1R 	 2 mn 1-MR 
where AmnM1-MR is constrained by (4.49). 
Now that we have the solutions (4.52) and (4.51) to the gauge 
parameter constraint we may use these to solve the field constraint 
(4.40). The solutions are given in equation (4.58). 
This time we have only two cases to consider (i) pi-. Er 
and (ii) Tmn. Before we begin it is worth noting that since 3“TN=0 
(4.51) 
(4.52) 
for i=q+1 to R the constraint may be written as 
N -y   1=1 M. 	 a 	 NM1  —M.— 	 a NV  M — MR 
= " .  	am (P 14-m M m ) " mi ami mi mR 1-q+1 "i ""1-"i-"R 
i) Since BMrN  =  0 for 1=1 to q the constraint becomes 
-M i=1 M. -M.-M 1- 4 	s(i) 	 w = 	 'mrm i"mR _y q 1 R R c1+1 
From (4.51) this gives 
),.11■1-MR = i =1r Ycl  4=q+1S(iN i(ArMI-MOR-FerAMf.Ai-MR) 
Hence 
M —m 	 + Y9 orr, 	 A V 1 R 1-MR  R 
 ^=q+1 S(i) aMi(erArNi-Mi-M+1/202XR ) (4.53) 
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ii) The constraint is 
-Ycil=1(1mM. VnM nM Vmm m ) (emr14-enm)VM m 
 
1 f 1. R - i 
+ 1-q+ iS(i) 14iWmnmi.isic.mR = Ycil=0MiWmnMi-rif.MR  
If we substitute the solutions (4.52) and (4.53) then to zeroth 
order in 6 we obtain 
-Xcil=1( 1nmM.vnM1 -AL1-MR1  +1nM.vIIM1 -AL1.MR  ) 
= 4=q+1S(i) tvliAmnMII-Msf.MR 
We can write this as 
EmnvM -M 1 R =  = -Y,Rj=q+is(iNiAmoirivirmR 
If q=0 this does not place any constraint on vm .m . If q=0 
1. R 
then we can operate on both sides with Emn. From Appendix C 
equation ( C.1) and the symmetry properties of Vm1 MR 
 (4.36) 
we obtain 
mn -2q(q+2)vml"mR = 2q(q+2) 1=q+1S(jNiAmnMi-Mi-MR 
Now Amnmi-MR is constrained by (4.49) with solution 
AmnM1-MR 	 -A cimnMf.MR/q(c1-1-2)+Aq-2>mnMf.MR/q(c1+1)  -   `> 
where (3=1 for q=2 and is zero otherwise. From (4.50) we have 
mn <q> = -2q(q+2)  1=1 rMi min mR E A mnM R 
zmnA<q-2>=<0> = 0 mnM1-MR 
Then our constraint on v for q=0 becomes M1-MR 
	
-MR = - =1 •A i M. 
• 4. VR 	 CtilD  -1■^1-MR Lj=q+1'"" M. Li=1 rMi MI-Mf.Mi-MR1414 
(4.54) 
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We now have all the information we need to write the field 
solutions. Before we do so it is convenient to perform some field 
redefinitions. 
We redefine AM M - -M ^ in (4.54) for 1=1 to q as iii 
A'm.m11R = AM MM - -A -m - 1co-is(j)3m.Arm.rm lq(1+2) (4.55) -  
then dropping the prime we have 
vm -m = - 1 R 1. R 
The solution of the field constraint, from (4.53), is then 
= Xm .m 	 m M 	 em xm M m ) "R "i"1-"i-m11 "i "1""i""R 
- 4=c04SON.(OrArm 41."m +1/202Amr.Msrm ) 
1 (4.56) 
where XM x 0 only if q = 0. 1R 
Note the redefinition (4.55) has left the term 
- 	 cliN3 =q+1 (OrA  ^ ) 1'` ' Mi 
unchanged since it is a generalised curl. 
There is one further redefinition we would like to make. A dir.MR 
has the symmetry property 
AmM M M M  = AmM1-PiMiR 11JR i,j=1 to q 
Hence we can construct only q+1 terms from A by interchange of mfrirIvR 
Sp(2) indices. These are A
MR 
and AMmM M for i=1 to q. Now mMf.. -ML- 111R 
we can decompose Amm .41 into m 1 R 
<q+1> <q+1> = AmM1-M1R 	 mM. - mM1-M1R 
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where 
A<q-1.1>mM1"MR = Yi=1AMmM1-Ai-MR +AmMl-MR 
. y9 	 r „ 0 -1>mmi..mR 	 1.11mm.Ar m = qA A mm .m - Y 1 
fiR fR i= MimMI-Mi"MR 
Hence 0-1-1' = 13<c1-1' 
In (4.56) we redefine Ami1 mR for 1=1 to q by 
x, r R  ..m...m Am ._ 	 S(j)3 A r m  ^^  1 R m - zR j-q+1 M. r-M. -MH-M J 	 ilj R  
Then denotingA`q+1>mm1..m 
R 
 by A" m
1 
"  	 m  we write our final 
I "q-"R 
solution for V as M..M 1 R 
VM1-MR = XMi- 	 A(Ml-Mq -MR - 1=1eMiAM1-Mi-MR 
- 	 1S(i) 	.(erA(rm 	 /(q+1) + 1/202Amf.
Ai_mR) Mi lq iR 
(4.57) 
(4.58) 
where we have dropped the primes, Xm"m 0 only if q = 0 and the term 
1 R 
_ 	 civa 4, 	  ^1=q+1'' ' M. 02x" M1-Mi-MR 
is a generalised curl hence unaffected by the redefinition (4.57). 
Having obtained our solution (4.58) to the field constraint we now 
compare our results with those of other authors. Townsend •[6] was the 
first to attempt to covariantly quantise the rank-two antisymmetric 
field. He applied a naive Fadeev-Popov technique and obtained two, 
vector, fermionic ghosts and four,scalar,bosonic ghosts. However this 
was in disagreement with the requirement that the theory should be 
unitary. As it stood the theory had two degrees of freedom instead of 
the one degree required. Townsend then had to appeal to Ward identities 
to decouple the extra degree of freedom. Namazie and Storey [7] then 
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extended this technique to the rank-three case. They obtained two 
second-rank fermionic ghosts, four vector bosonic ghosts and eight 
scalar fermionic ghosts. This was in apparent agreement with unitarity 
and the requirement that the rank-three field be non-propagating. 
Our own results are contained in (4.58). The fields A m are 
"1 "R 
the ghost fields which accompany the field V_ where the p i 
P P 2 
are even indices. For q odd Am . m is fermionic and for q even it is 
"1' "R 
bosonic. The ghost field has the same symmetry properties as Vm .m 
"1. "R 
given in (4.36). Hence a rank-R antisymmetric tensor is accompanied 
by two rank (R-1) fermionic ghosts, three rank (R-2) bosonic ghosts,..., 
down to R+1 scalar ghosts. A simple degree-of-freedom counting 
argument [8] gives 
(4.59) 
degrees of freedom. Note the A are auxiliary fields and do not contribute 
to the count. In particular for the second-rank field we obtain two 
vector fermionic ghosts, only three scalar bosonic ghosts and the 
required one degree of freedom. For the third-rank case we find two 
second-rank fermionic ghosts, three vector bosonic ghosts, four scalar 
fermionic ghosts and no degrees of freedom as required. 
Our results are in agreement with the remaining authors [5,9-13]. 
The ghost spectrum given above was derived to formally ensure unitarity 
of the theory by Siegel [9] in a path integral approach, and by 
Thierry-Mieg and Baulieu [1O]. The degree of freedom count (4.50) has 
been given by these two authors and by Hata et al [5]. The rank two 
and three cases have been derived explicitely in a superspace approach 
to BRST symmetry by Marchetti and Tonin [11]. A superspace approach 
to the rank-R case was given by Kawasaki and Kimura [12]. The unitarity 
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of theories in agreement with our ghost-spectrum and degree-of freedom 
count has been proved by the 'quartet mechanism' of kugo and Ojima [14]. 
For example, in the rank-two case see Kimura [13]. We have nothing to 
add to these proofs. 
Having demonstrated that the CSDR approach to covariant quantisation 
of antisymmetric rank-R fields is in agreement with the results of 
other techniques we consider in the next section the choice of an action 
and its reduction to four dimensions. 
4.4 BRST INVARIANT ACTION FOR THE KALB-RAMOND FIELD 
In this section we consider the choice of a BRST invariant action 
in six dimensions for the Kalb-Ramond field and the reduction to the 
four dimensional theory. The extension of the method to higher rank 
fields is clear. We use our solution (4.23) to the field constraint 
rather than the R=2 case of (4.58) since the notation is a little 
clearer. 
In four dimensions the Kalb-Ramond action is given by 
fd4X LKR = d l 
4X yiv3a3 v +31v 	 vav pv 	 pv 
A natural extension of this to six dimensions is given by 
(4.60) 
S X X2LKR = fd6  X X 2 M M .   ( 3 3 VLK  +3KVK LaMVML  ) L  (4.61) 
Now this action is invariant under gauge transformations 
V -+ V + T -  DINDNTM MN - MN BM TN 
for some gauge parameter TN. From our solution to the field constraint 
(4.34) we can clearly evaluate (4.51) in a gauge in which only vpv 
survives. Then (4.51) immediately reduces to the required four 
dimensional form after integration over 0. 
Having chosen a gauge in which only v survives there is still pv 
a degree of gauge freedom left. To remove this we add to the action, 
a gauge fixing term 
S = Id6X X2LKR + LGF 
fd6X LGF = Id6X VKLoiN VNK/P  
and in particular choose aLN = N 
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(4.62) 
We expand the gauge fixing term 
ul lq plc& !-GF = fd6X - VpvV -2V' Vpl+V N11 p\) 
Then from (4.35) we have for the first term 
fd6X-V°V =fd6X-(vPv+em( avcu _91cv 1+,02(avAp_auxv) pv 	 m 	 in, -2 
x(VpVi-On0vCpn pvn -Dc)+1/2020 	 - A 	 A )) vp pv 
1 - v"(3 A -D A )-(a'AP-auxv)vpy+(av -aPexa c -a c ) v p p-v 	 v pn p vn 
= fd X 2A1avv -2v1vD A +2CrilvDpcnv-2CnPavavcnp p\)v P 
where we have used Oman = V2Enm to obtain the second line. The second 
term gives 
- 2VP1V1 = fd6X - 2(01+01AP+1/20maPc1m-1/2023PA1) P 
x(cpl +e1  x 0 +1/2emapclm-1/202aP A1 ) 
u = fd4X 2c 	-2A1Dpcpl-4APA 	 ln pcln 
since c, = c qi , implies c
11 = 0. For the third term we obtain 
fd6X VlqVlq = fd6X(c1q-e1Aq- q 1)(Clq-e1xq-eqA1) 
= fd4X - 
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The action for the Kalb-Ramond field is then 
S = d4X 1/2v1-193(53 v +31-jv 3 v"+(aPavv -2V"D A +2cn1-13v3 c J CI 1_1 V 	 p V Cr 	 P V 	 v p  p nv 
_4x1.), i_2clrIDID c _6A1x vp _ cril.vDvcnp4.2c1.19pA1_2x11-1c pl 	 p 	 pin 1 4.63) 
We can easily check that this action is invariant under extended 
BRST transformations. Under Om 	 m+pm our field constraint solutions 
(4.35) transform as 
(SV -p (3 c -3 v )+(p5e6+e5p6)(a 	 -D 	 ) py 	 v ym P VM 	 VP PV 
SV 	 = pm(niMAp+1/2BpciM)-(p56+05p6 	 A 1-1 	 I 1 
6Vici = pm(nne ci+IlmciAl) 
Now if we define the variations of the components of the fields by 
61/ = Sy+0m(D ScPm  -D P ScVM )+1/2e
2(DV  6AP  -DP  OAV  ) pv  
(SVpl = óc ,+e (n, SA +1/23 6c, 2D SA1 pi 	 imp 	 p im 	 P  
SVici = Scice(nmiI5Aci+rimq6A1) 
then by comparison of these two sets of equations we obtain 
PV 	 p (3\Fun - pcvm) 
Sco = pm(nimAp + 1/231.%) 
Sclq= pM(nmiAci + Emy 
(SX = 0 1 
6A = 1-ipm3 A p m 
These are the variations of the fields under an extended BRST trans-
formation. Substituting these expressions into the variation of the 
action (4.63) it is easily found that S is invariant. 
(4.64) 
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Now the A are simply auxiliarly fields and can be eliminated 
through their equations of motion. For a field (NI and Lagrangian L 
the equation of motion is 
0 = Bt. - EMNDN 
33 014 
Thus for A and A1 we obtain 
Pv 0 = 31)v 	 - 2X1 
0 = 3A1 + 3 cul 
respectively. Note that these equations are consistent with the variations 
given in (4.64). Eliminating AN from the action we obtain 
S = fd 4  pV 0 	 p GV X 1/2v D 	 v +0+10a v a v /p 
	
G pv 	 pv G 
lna + (-2clpDaa clp  +4c1P3v3pc1v/3+1/4c a 	c1)/ (4.65) 
In this expression the results discussed at the end of Section 4.3 
are made explicit. We have covariantly quantised the second-rank anti-
symmetric field and find two vector fermionic ghosts clp for 1 = 1,2 
and three scalar bosonic ghosts cln = cnl i.e. c11, c12 and c22. The 
gauge fixing term for the Kalb-Ramond field, the associated vector 
ghosts, the gauge fixing term for the vector ghosts and the associated 
secondary ghosts have all arisen automatically from the dimensional 
reduction procedure in the correct form to ensure unitarity of the 
theory. Note that a different choice of aLN in (4.52) would simply 
lead to a different coefficient for the ghost gauge fixing term after 
appropriate redefinitions of the fields. 
Finally, we compare our action (4.55) with those of other authors. 
Our correspondence with the results of Kimura [13] may be seen if we 
identify our third bosonic ghost c12 as a linear combination of their 
B
03 
and B
3
' (4.65) corresponds to (14) in the work of Marchetti and 
Tonin [11] provided one replaces, correctly, their second last term 
1-1 03, by -9Pu c/4. 
This completes our chapter on the BRST quantisation of higher 
rank antisymmetric fields. In the next chapter we apply the same 
method to another type of field. 
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5 	 BRST QUANTISATION OF THE MASSLESS RARITA-SCHWINGER FIELD 
5.1 PREAMBLE 
The superpartner of the graviton is a spin-3/2 vector gauge field, 
the Rarita-Schwinger field or 'gravitino'. The covariant quantisation 
of massless Rarita-Schwinger fields has seen various treatments 11-5]. 
Early work on supergravity established by perturbative arguments the 
existence of non-standard quartic ghost terms [2]. This was confirmed 
by analysis of the correct auxiliary fields [3], and from canonical [4] 
and BRST arguments [5]. At the same time degree-of-freedom decoupling 
[6] required together with the bosonic Fadeev-Popov spinor ghosts, a 
further fermionic, Nielsen-Kallosh spinor ghost [7]. Subsequent BRST 
arguments also supported this [8,9]. 
In Chapter 2 we discussed the successful application of CSDR to 
BRST quantisation of vector gauge fields. The fields were taken to 
be in a vector representation of OSp(4/2) and dimensional reduction 
was performed over the coset space Sp(2)AT2/Sp(2). In Chapter 4 we 
discussed the successful extension of this technique to higher-rank, 
antisymmetric— tensor, gauge fields. The superspace approach to BRST 
quantisation has not previously been applied to spinor-vector gauge 
fields. Indeed degree-of-freedom counting, in this context simply 
the superdimension of the relevant gauge field, seems to fail as 
finite-dimensional spinor representations of OSp(4/2) have zero super-
dimension [10]. However infinite-dimensional spinors do exist with 
non-zero superdimension [11]. 
In this chapter we extend the CSDR method of BRST quantisation to 
spinor-vector gauge fields in an infinite dimensional representation 
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of OSp(4/2). Our work is based on the material contained in reference 
[12]. Dimensional reduction over the coset-space Sp(2)AT 2/Sp(2) 
ensures that the final action is BRST invariant with the BRST 
transformations generated by supertranslations of the constraint 
solutions. 
In Section 5.2 we set up the constraint equations for the fields 
and the gauge parameters. We then solve these equations in Section 5.3 
and in Section 5.4 use the solutions to find the dimensionally reduced 
theory. We conclude the chapter, in Section 5.5, with a discussion of 
our results. 
5.2 CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS 
The constraint equations for fermions have been derived by Manton 
[13] for a general gauge group G and coset-space SIR. We briefly 
reproduce his results here. 
Suppose the infinitesimal action of S with generators Jp on the 
coordinates is 
XMM+pM  = XM+p a 
In treating spinor fields it is necessary to introduce explicitly the 
vielbein EmA which is taken to be a suitable background on M4 and the 
invariant canonical form on SIR. The corresponding metric 
A B 
gMN = TIAB`
c 
 M 
r 'N [AN] 
is form invariant, LpMN  =O. However the vielbein need only be invariant 
up to a local Lorentz transformation . 
L E A = BAp A pM MB 
In consequence spinor fields must transform, contragradiently as 
L T = -APT • (5.1) 
in the appropriate spinor representation of the Lorentz group. 
Then the massless spinor-vector fields are said to be S-invariant 
if the action of S given by 
x L T = -pL T - ka pL )T M LM ML 
can be compensated by a gauge transformation, xP = pYxy , in addition 
to the induced Lorentz transformation. The field constraint is thus 
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5.2) 
L M T = VM xP - A PT p  
where Vm = Dm + Qm and Qm is the torsion-free, spin connection. The 
spin-connection [14] is introduced to ensure that V mT transforms as a 
vector hence 
LM = VMA 
from (5.3). 
Now the commutator of two Lie derivatives is another one 
[LP 
 ,L
a 
 ] = L
[p,0] 
where Ep,a1 =-p
b- -6- a C a-  bE- and C a  the structure constants of S. 
Applying this to (5.4) we obtain 
L Aj - L AP + [AP,AG ] - AEP ' a] = 0 a 
The method is the same as was used in Chapter 4 to derive (4.4). 
Similarly applying (5.5) to (5.3) we obtain the gauge parameter 
constraint 
L pX
o 
 LX APxo. _ jexP _ xrp,G] . 0 
In deriving this we need to use (5.4) and (5.6 
(5. 3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
5.3 CONSTRAINT SOLUTIONS 
Now in order to obtain the BRST quantisation of the spinor-vector 
fields we choose G = OSp(4/2) and S/R = Sp(2)AT2/Sp(2) as discussed in 
Section 2.4. To find the embedding of R in G and R in S we need to 
consider representations of G. 
Under an infinitesimal OSp(4/2) transformation we have 
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6XM  = XNXN
M 
If we define the generators of OSp(4/2) in the vector representation 
by 
SXM  = xN(1/2X JKON LK v 	 M = 	 LKELN7[KN] (JvKL)NM 
then (5.8) implies 
M (JvKL)NM = ELNH 	 N KN](6-Mn - EKLISL -NL 	 rINK) 
Note this is consistent with the commutation relation 
JPQJRS - CPUEPSHORHOSARsJpQ = - nmJps + EPQ]nRpJ0 
+ [RS]nalJpR 4P(MRS]nspJQR 
for the generators of OSp(4/2). 
In a spinor representation we take 
Js 	 --( 	 -KLJ)/4. KL 	 rLrKi 
Then provided the generalised Dirac matrices, rK, obey 
K L + EKLNLK = 21LK 
JsKL obeys (5.10). It will be convenient to define EKL = jSKL 
Spinors, T, then transform contragrediently, as 
KL SY = 	1/2X ELKT 
Also r transforms like.a spinor-vector 
6(FMT) = 1/2XKLLKFMT 	 XM re 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
as does TM' and rmT transforms as a spinor. 
Now the embedding of R in G is fixed by identifying the generators 
of Sp(2) as Emn• For the generators of S we take Emn and Pq with 
commutation relations as in Section 2.4 which we repeat here for 
convenience 
CE E] =TIE -FnE TLE n-  Epn mn' pq np mq nq pm mp nq mq 
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[Emn'Pq] = nmen ring% 
{P Pr  } = 0 
Hence in the field constraint (5.3) we have AP = PaA with a 
(5.14) 
hr  = 0, Amn  = Emn  (5.15) 
A Also for this choice of coset-space we have E A = ÔM following 
Salam and Strathdee MAL Hence our spin connection, QM, is zero. 
The Killing vectors have been given also in Section 2.4. We have 
Ckm = 6k m' Cklm = 601m 	 1(5km 
 (5.16) 
We now have sufficient information to solve the constraints (5.3) 
and (5.7). The method is the same as in the previous chapter. First 
we solve the gauge parameter constraint then we use these solutions in 
(5.3) to find the S-invariant fields. 
In order to solve (5.7) for the gauge parameter we need to consider 
the cases (i) (p5-,a5) = (ck,61), (ii) (kTki,e) and (iii) (1/271(1,11Tmn). 
i) Since Cklm = 0 and A6= 0 the constraint becomes L x° -  Lae = O- P 
After substitution of the Killing vectors this becomes 
301 31)(k = ° 
The most general solution of this is 
X = a 0  (5.17) 
for some 0 whose 0 expansion has no terms independent of 0. 
ii) The constraint (5.7) becomes 
%.141 = -Ek1Xm 801Xm 61306+ nkmX1 
Using (5.17) for xi this becomes 
3mXkl -m;1(1) 81d14) - 600) 
The solution for 41 is 
Xkl = X(0)kl - kl + 0k31 + 013k 
where x(0) kl = Xkl(664) 
iii)The constraint is 
 
801Xmn °lkXmn 6manXkl en3mXkl Ek1Xmn EmnXkl 
= nkmXln knXml 1m4n TilnXimk 
Substituting (5.18) we obtain at zeroth order in 0 
, (0) , (0) (0) „ (0) , (0) , (0) 
k`1X mn-`mnX kl = nkmX ln'nknX mk 
and an identity for the higher orders. (5.19) with (5.14) 
implies 
X
(0) = mn mnT E 
for some (I). 
Performing a e expansion of (1. 
(I) 	 ON 4. 1/202b 
we can write the solutions (5.17) and (5.18) with (5.20) as 
xl = (t.1 + elb 
xki = Ek1(1) (-Eklr ekr(1)1 4- 61A) 1/2°2Eklb 
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(5.18) 
5.19) 
(5.20) 
(5.21) 
(5.22) 
Having obtained the most general solutions for the gauge parameters 
xl and xki we substitute these solutions into the constraint (5.3) and 
solve for Y. Now there are four cases to be considered (i) (M,A--(11,Ek), 
• (ii) (11,Tmn/2), (iii) (m,ek) and (iv) ) 01,Tklr. z) 	 The values of A are 
given in (5.15) and the Killing vectors are given in (5.16). 
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i) Since  0 we have VM  = aM  then the constraint on lp becomes 
anyp = - apxn. Using (5.21) this gives 
anYp = -  ap(otn + nb) 
The solution to this is 
(0) T = -  8nap(1)n - n n b 
ii) We obtain 
emanTp ed 	 =mYp 	 1)(mn ImnYp 
Substituting (5.22) and (5.23) into this we find 
E Y(0) = E a (I) 
 
mn p mn p 
This implies that our most general solution for 'Pis 
y = 01 	 a 	_ ona 	_ 2onct a b n  n p 
where E =  0 mn p 
The constraint gives us akTm = amxk. From (5.21) this implies 
DkYm = Ekmb• Then the solution of this may be written as 
= y (0) o b m 	 m 
iv) The final constraint has the form 
- 801% - elakTm rikW1 = amXkl 1(14fai 
Substituting equations (5.25) and (5.22) into this we obtain 
(0) y(0) 
=kl m km I - nlm k -1(1Ym ' 
„  
nkm(1)1 
This implies that 
wm = m - (Pin - emb 
where Eklipm - rikm01 - = O. 
(5.23) 
(5.24) 
(5.25) 
(5 . 2 6 ) 
This completes our section on the solutions to the constraint 
equations. 
In the next section we will consider the choice of a six dimensional 
action and its reduction to four dimensions. 
5.4 BRST INVARIANT ACTION 
In four dimensions the Rarita-Schwinger Lagrangian [15] is 
LRS = - iTy"Dpv + hermitian conjugate 
where 
Apv 	 Apv 	 Apv 	 pAv 	 1) XI Y 	 =111 -yg -119 -yg 
is antisymmetric under the interchange of any two indices. 
A natural extension of this to six dimensions is 
LRS = iCLATi.rLMNVNTm(sdetE)/2 + hermitian conjugate 
In this expression FLMN is graded antisymmetric 
rLMN = rLrMrN - FLgMN + MgLN - [LN][Lm]rNgLM 
provided the rm satisfy (5.12) and we have sdetE= 1 in our case. 
(5.27) is invariant under gauge transformations 'Pm 	 + Vmx provided 
the background geometry is Ricci flat which is true in our case. 
Now Y is a spinor in an infinite-dimensional representation of 
OSp(4/2). We can express as a sum over a complete set of basis 
states 
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(5.27) 
ija>nii<jIT> 
where nij= <ili> and 2iili><j1 = 1. 
We then define the conjugate spinor to'!' by 	 = Ttyo. The 
requirement that W be invariant under OSp(4/2) transformations 
generated by EKL (defined in (5.11)) imposes the condition 
rNtyo = [N]yoCNmrm 
(5.28) 
(5.29) 
V 	 v where CNM is defined by (XM)t = XNCNM i.e. Cp = p and C nm = 
and we assume r ty = y0  r . For more details see Appendix E . In fact p 0 	p 
TY is invariant under y 4 T + XY provided yoeyo 	 -X. 
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I (5.27) we define by XLTL= TLXL i.e. TM = 7,1CNM 
This definition of VI_ is consistent with rLlpL  FL as the 
conjugate spinor to F IpL. Hence (5.27) is OSp(4/2) invariant. 
To proceed further we need to choose a representation for the 
generalised Dirac matrices, Fm, and their action on the basis states. 
We choose 
rm = (01,r1) = (yux1,iaY5 xam) (5.30) 
where am = (a5,a6) = (a,at) and [amon] = nmn. This choice is consistent 
with (5.12) and (5.29), Our ordinary Dirac matrices are given in 
Appendix A. Now we need only fix the action of the am on the basis 
states. We take the action of a5 on a state 1i> to lower i by one 
i.e. all> = gli - 1> and the action of at to be atli> = q' Ii + 1> 
where q and q' are appropriate real normalisation factors. We also 
choose Iniil = 6ij for the metric 
Normally one would then choose a state 10> to be annihilated by 
a i.e. al0> = 0, atal0> = 0. However we wish to have solutions of 
Emn% = 0 and Emn-1( - k T = 0 where Emn = - {Fm,Fn}/4. 
We choose a state lc> to satisfy 561c> = - (ata+1/2)1c> = 0, atalc> = dc> 
and <c 1c> = 1. This implies c = - 1/2 and an infinite dimensional 
representation. In Appendix F we derive the action of the generalised 
Dirac matrices on the basis states and the form of the metric. We 
state the results of this below. 
We find the action of am on a basis state to be 
at1-n- 1/2> = (n + 1/2)1/21-n-1-1/2>; 
atIn - h> = (n + 1/2)21n+1-1/2a; 
aln - 	 = (n - 1/2)21n*h?; n>0 
atl - n - 1/2? =- (n - 01-n+1-1/2>; n>0 
The metric is given by 
nl -1/2 l-½ = (_1)(M 1 -1 )12 
Finally the matrix elements <ilamlj> are 
<n+1/2 atIn-1/2> = (n+1/2)2 
<- m + klatI - m - ½> = (-1)m(m - 
<n - kialn + ½> = (n + 
<-m - klal- m + k> = (-1)m  (m- 1/2)2 
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(5.31) 
(5.32) 
where n 0 and m >O. 
Let us define Tn = <n - 1/21Y>. Then our choice of lc> tells us T 1. 
is a solution of EmnTp = O. For convenience we then define 11)  P P 
Now if m = n,EmnTk - n  - n .nkTm = 0 becomes EmmTk - 2TimkTm = 0 
which has no non-trivial solutions. If we take m x n then we require 
E565 - n65T= -(ata - li)T = 0 
15616 - n56416 = -(ata + 1)16 = ° 
'I  464-1 are solutions by (5.32). 
Our action for the Rarita-Schwinger field is given by fd6XX2LRs 
and we now have sufficient information to find the action in four 
dimensions. We simply write LRs in terms of the superfield components 
and integrate over the extra two dimensions. Before we do so it is 
helpful to use the gauge invariance of (5.27) as already noted. Now 
our solutions (5.24) and (5.26) can be written as 
TM = 1pm + dil(-01Pq + kOclecib) 
where 'pm x 0 only for ipp, 1p5+1 and tp6 . Thus we can choose a gauge 
in which our solutions involve only 
+I , +I . -1 	th -1 Tp = 1P11 .5 = T5 ' '6 	 = T6 
and have no 0 dependence. 
Now in the expansion of LRS (5.27) we find 
[L]T" rLMNVT =TiiyAlivaT+T(yArnly\14-ring")@vm-175(r5yPyl-Ir5911v)a T NM X 	 vpA 	 v 
p v _6 pv%- ,r5 m 5m — 6 m 6m - - T6u. y y 	 g 	 5k r -g )hTm-yr r - g  )hTm 
For convenience we note here that 
56 i 65 ur g = 4 = -g 	 L5 = 	 176 = -T5, r5 = tay5a,r6 = iayaat 
Then for example -T-5(r5rm - 95m)hTm becomes 
9m-1 n 	 21a1-1pn_"<-1/21alh?Thieit  -"6 -3/2-3/2<-3/ 	 2 2 
--- 3/21a1-1/2>n 	,<-hlati-3/2 >n 	 hth -2th 1  n 6 --3/2-3/2<- 	 -3/2-3/2 T6 
-1 +1 -1 -1 which reduces to -176 	 -2T; /46 by (5.31) and (5.32). 
In this way we find (5.33) becomes 
 
+1 - --+1 -1 -TAY 	 apIP -1(17.11-TP-.3)Y5(q5 +4)61  )-i(4)5 +T)-6 )Y5(hY4-a.10 
_3(1754-14.171)s(4)5+1.11c1)/2-1/2(75+1 , +1 -1% hakw5 96 ) 
Hence the action (5.27) after dimensional reduction is 1d6XX2LRs = fd4XE -iTixyX1-1 \blitp v+Fp-.4-i-p. a )y5()5+14464 ) 
(T;+14IT 1)y5(hy.Ip3.0.3j(ITV-1+Tg-1)s(Ip5+146-1)/2 
i(T-5+1-74T6-1)h(tP5+1 -1 96)/2] 
Having calculated the gauge invariant part of the action we must 
now choose a gauge-fixing term. We seek a term of the form TMTMNTN 
where Tm
N can be constructed from generalised Dirac matrices. We 
find two such terms and write 
LGF = LGF1 + LGF2 
where 
PiLGF1 = 2T%  
99. 
(5.33) 
(5.34) 
(5.35) 
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121-GF2 = Y'TY'"aY*TrmTerarmTmY'T+Prm*TrnYn 
where pi and p2 are gauge-fixing parameters with dimensions of mass. 
We now calculate the contributions of these terms to the action 
separately. 
Expanding the first gauge-fixing term (5.35) we have 
fd6  P1LGF1 = fd6X2(VIVI TiT5 Ted 
Calculating each term individualy we have from (5.28), (5.24) and 
(5.26) 
Tp. Tp0, 0 7 	 Tpn,„ 	 T n 
ip 	 ip 	 tn*0 	 gri-kn-1/2 p 
= (V-1-aP 0T - alee - al-130-60(Ipp- eqapcpq - ebbilb°) 
I- yn4 	 5 
(ape_apiTne_apre_apev)n 	 (a el_ecia (p n_eiap0) 6 	 n-1/21-1/2 p 	 P q 
Then since only terms of order 0-6-can contribute we have fd6x27ITli = fd4x0a4 i.a.1-110.450a24)50_4)60a2(1)60 
(5.36) 
Yn4-1/2n-0 nn 	 5 
a2citn_T6-na2cte n+Ena24p) 
The next term gives 
, n fd6X2T5T5 = 2jd 
= 21d6X67544-T5+1-ele)(11)5+1-(1)544--0-b+1 )+Yrwl n 1/2n-1/2
(.T10-5nzne)(.4)5n_an)  
fditx 	 +11-5471. 	y 	 n 	 ebn rwl 11-1/2n-1/2 
The final term is 
101. 
Adding these terms together we obtain for the first gauge fixing term 
(5.35) 
fd6X11LGF1 = fd4x03.0.3.17104F10324:1504ea24,604.250b0 	 (5.37) 
n Onn 
-10-1/2(T-5n324)5n_ Tiy (p6n44320.14-pay +2Enbn) Y 
Expanding the second gauge fixing term (5.36) we have 
m %al2LGF2 = y.Ty.T + ay.Yr Tm+ FmYY  4 prmTmrnn 
= F0  + F+  + F- 
where 
= 44(ymn(m)nitt(m)n/rmw 	 Int_Aln+,,,,mw \nippy )n 
F-  = Ym>On-m-1/2414(Y.11-m(Y.Y)-m+u(y.Y)-m(rnYn)-m 
+WMTn)-M(Y.T)-m+P(rnT )-m(FPT )-mi] 
Clearly we need to find (y.101 and (rltyi for i = 0,n,-m. 
We give these below using the solutions (5.24) and (5.26). 
0 0 0 (Y.T) = -  Oki) -  	 -  Ob-hb 5 6 
(y.,on 4(pn _ 0145n _ 6406n _ 6-00 
= 44)-m - 0745-m - 5N-m - eThb-Im 
(rly ° = ( i./2aTy5T6+ii/ay5T5)° 
• . = 1./2y5<-1/21a
tlj>n.,T,k+1/2+i.12y5<-1/21a1j>n.,k0+1/2 
	
JK 0 	 JK D 
= iy5T6-1+i15T5+1 by (5.31) and (5.32) 
= iY5(4)6-146-14.0)-1445+145-1-tib+1)  
Similarly 
(rly n = ii2y5<n-1/21atlj>.flikYsk+1/2+ii/2y5<n-1/21alj>nikT6k+1/2 
	
9n 11/2„, n-1,4 	 /9 	 n+1 = 
= iY5(2n-1) (46 +eb )+1,(6(2n+1)1/2(46n+1--61)n+1) 
and 
(riTirm = iy6(2m+1)1/2(46-m-i+eb-m-1)-iy5(2m-1)1/2(-05-m+125b-m+1) 
These expressions then give us 
FO = (y. )0(y.,004.0t(y.,00,,mT \0+0,rm /_.004_,Irm41 Ofrnifn)0 
 
%. mi p% m 	 1Y 	 P% 	 inJ 11 
= 0
5
Oype_a (pcOype_a bOypeoxy.lp_oh50_00604600) - 
P 0 
4-a(V.Y-a T4Y10-3 5°)(a)iY5(q)54-1-4)54-1-eb+1+q)-11+013-1) p 6 
, 	 , „I 0 niA 0 „E-A k0) 115'Y'Y-vP5 -vPY6 -°°P' 
_p(1-7+1.:c4-1_b4-10_T-6-1+T-61_B-1.0(4)5+145+1.-6b+1_1p6-1+4)6-1_eb-1) 
hence 
2fd6XF0 = fA4 ,  -  O - 0 2  0  u u PY4-IP•YPO 7-Y5 0 Y5 -Y6 ° Y6 
+aPiOhy5(1)5+1+11)6-1)- ibOhy05+1_10y06-1_iieho-l_iT-6-00y5b+1 
102. 
+1 1 0 .--+1 0 . +13E-i(TIT5 Nfib +14)5 y50 +1 
+p[-E1  b1.+ -1b b-1 
-1 Ah04.-k-1 04.R+1 01 y5,- .1-  
(5.38) 
Similarly 
+ 6XF+ = fd4xY coa2thn+(ra20.4.$-na2(0 n 556 ' Y6 
+ar-i(2n-1)1/2(Enhyo5n-l+T-5nhybn-1)_i 2n+1)2(bnhy (1) n+1 fl r.14.1 55 446 hy5b )] 
+eE i(2n-1)1/2(c0-1y504.bn-ly5h(p5n)41(2n+1)1/20T5-n+ly5h04.0+1y546n)3 
)b4-1-4-1. n+1+, 10-1]] +a-(2n+1 D an-1)e- 
+1+1 , -p(2n+1 00 +p (2n+1)111bn] 
-i(al6hys(P6 0+ct-4751h5b0_i3-(p-60ysol _f3-60y5s4)51 )+pb0p0 
which we write fd4xxn>owyeiina2bnii-JV:p5n4-6-n324,6n 
-i(2n+1)1/2(ab-noy5,1)5n+14.aT.-6nrh50+1.43;$-54.1+1yobn_En+ly50,4)6n) 
yob0fly545n+1) -i(2n+1 )1/2(abn+lsy06n+047511+10y504 n+1- ‹  
103. 
In the same way we expand and rewrite F. The result is 
1-11mCb-mD24)-mg-ma2b-m+FYb-m+ib-m32(1,5-m-7-ma2A -m 2fd6XF- = fd4x1m>0' '6 '6 
-i(2m+1 Notb-m0Y546-m-14-aT5-mhY5b-m-1-0i76-m-1Y5Sb-m-aTm-ly5/45-m) 
9 .1.111'i 	 A f/.1. 	 dr -M tk-M-1 (5K-111 IA -m-11 PY5n 'an 	 PY5u -PW5 Y5pu 	 -pu Yspy6 	 / 
41)(2M+1)F-171-1b-111-1+p(2M+1)EIHMID-M] 
..71.(0tFl y54)50.4.0:3-C1hy5b0.13T50y504.450y50464).1pbOb0 
Now in these three parts of the second gauge-fixing term there 
are terms which combine fields of non-zero ghost number with zero 
ghost number fields, for example aiElly57460 in (5.38). It seems if 
we take a = -43 we can cancel all these terms. However if (5.36) is 
to be non-hermitian then we require 0c*.-43. Hence we take a = = iw. 
The terms of mixed ghost number vanish and we are left with 
Av
2"GF2 = fd 
f6 
u " y. - .y 
4x B  , 2 00 tp 	 ik0+7-0a2A, 0 7-02, 0 T k soo " '5 '5 -'6 '6 P" " 
-0 +1 -1 +1 - -1 0 
-wb AY50)5 +06 )-w(q)5 -46 )Y6A1 
.1,44nn_1/2n.0-51.a2citn4-(5-na24)6n4.-ina20.0-5na2e4.2pebn.) 
Note, if instead of the gauge-fixing terms (5.35) and (5.36) we 
.-M N took ones of the form 14, F 3NM and irMTM3NTN 	 116] 
then we would have obtained higher derivative ghost propagators. 
(5.39) 
5.5 DISCUSSION 
It is a simple matter to verify that the total action 
is invariant under extended BRST transformations. The latter are 
given simply by the change in the fields under supertranslations. 
From (5.24) the variation of T under 0M 	 d + Em is 
(ST = - na1 	 - 	 b- iba b P p 
If we define the variation of the components of T by 
xy = oth. 	 a 4 _ ena 1406. ,56 P P p Tn -2u nap I-' 
then we obtain 
dbn = 0 
45n = an 
n 
= -6bn 
for all modes n and 
1 
m m 
64'= -64)5 - -46 
for m 0 where each variation is up to a constant which we have set 
equal to zero. Also 
 
0 -  0 61) = -E 5  a 	 - Eap1)6 P 
The variation of Tm from (5.26) is 
(STm = -Emb 
Defining the variation of the components of Vin as before we obtain 
&pm = 0 
Our total action from (5.34), (5.37) and (5.39) is 
104. 
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S = fd4x-iiTAyAPPD4+0).4-tp.D)G/2-Q(0y .1P-D.tp)/2+Eb2ic*-iC*2c (5.40) 
-105°44.0-2001/1114 1,1§Y 4.4-.40,w6G/2+(lIGh0/2+2p0011/1.12 
0 0 0 0 where G = 2y5(1)6+1  +1)6-1  ), C = (4316 -f'6 )(pli-p2)/p2priC*=((1)5 46 )/2 and 
we have ignored terms which decouple from this. This action is not 
completely gauge-fixed. There is an invariance under 6G=40Aand 
(51,x=y0A+aN for a=c5(w,p1,p2) and some parameter A. 
If we take p = -p1/p2 then the 15° equation of motion gives 
= (-41(.1014%/2)1-11/12 
and similarly for B°. We can then write (5.40) as 
S = J d4x-iiyAPP3 tf) +TyAG-Qy.11)-3iC0-00/8+EY-ic*-iF*32c 9 A 	 P P 
where C=4p22/(1114112)2. (5.42) is a particular case of the spinor 
sector of supergravity in references [8,9] with covariant gauge-fixing 
parameter 3i/8.,c and c* are the Fadeev-Popov ghosts while a linear 
combination of G and y.ip plays the role of the Nielsen-Kallosh ghost 
[T]. In reference [8], Hata and Kugo prove that the physical S-matrix 
is unitary for arbitrary covariant gauge-fixing. The inclusion of 
the auxiliary field G and assumption of Fadeev-Popov ghosts with 
propagator proportional to p2 was crucial to this proof. In our case 
these arise naturally as a consequence of our dimensional reduction 
procedure. However our action (5.42) is supplemented by the condition 
(5.41) i.e. it is invariant under the same transformation as (5.40). 
The solution to this problem may lie in the study of more exotic gauge-
fixing terms. This is an unappealing scenario for a method whose 
appeal, to date, lies in its simplicity. 
Instead let us write LRs  and LGF2 as 
(5.41) 
(5.42) 
   
106. 
    
    
LRS=-i(T,+hry,FmT yAPPa (T +1/2y FrIT ), LGF2  =(y.T+ir
mTm)(y.T+ic
nTn)/112 (5.43) A A m p p  
from (5.36) with a = 	 = i and p = 1. This form of LRS was suggested 
by the authors of [15]. The presence of i in LGF2  is due to our 
requirement that it be hermitian and that terms with mixed ghost 
number should cancel. Then it is possible that the solution to our 
problem may lie, at a more fundamental level, in our choice of conjugation 
properties for Om [17]. Using a different choice we might hope to 
7R--- write (5.43) as LGF2 = r T'mFN  Tr4/ 2 where Tsm= (1w(T-1)Tm) and 
T' =T +1/2), Fmm. T After dimensional reduction our action S = Id
6XX21.--+L KJ GF2 P P P  
—0  would become S = jd4x-f47xyXppDpiplp+(b 0.y.tpl;q71.yab0  +2T-0b b0  )/p2 
This action has no residual invariance and is totally gauge fixed. 
It differs from (5.42) since b° has different dimensions from G. 
It should be emphasised that the final solutions of the constraint 
equations for TM, amount to a CSDR formalism where SIR is no longer 
Sp(2)AT2/Sp(2) but simply U(1)AT2/U(1). The U(1) is generated by E56• 
The spinor representations of OSp(4/2) which we use contain no Sp(2) 
singlets. In order to recover the four-dimensional Rarita-Schwinger 
field, it is crucial to seek singlets of just U(1). In turn this 
requires modified Fock space representations. Note that the cases 
studied previously in BRST quantisation - Yang-Mills theory and in 
this thesis, antisymmetric tensor gauge fields - would go through 
equally well with this restricted coset-space. 
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6 	 THE GRASSMANN EUCLIDEAN GROUP AND ITS REPRESENTATIONS 
6.1 BRST SUPERALGEBRA 
The BRST transformation [1] arises in the study of covariant, 
canonical quantisation of gauge theories. One starts with a gauge 
invariant Lagrangian. The requirement that this be in covariant 
form necessitates the inclusion of non-physical modes. In order to 
have well defined propagators in the theory one adds a gauge fixing 
term to the Lagrangian. However this gives the non-physical modes 
well defined propagators also. It is feared that these non-physical 
modes may propagate as virtual, intermediate states and violate 
unitarity because they often have negative norms. In order to 
reconcile unitary and covariance of the Lagrangian one adds a ghost 
term. The ghosts remove the degrees of freedom associated with the 
introduction of the non-physical modes. The total Lagrangian is then 
no longer invariant under a gauge transformation. Instead it is 
invariant under the global BRST transformation which mixes the gauge 
and ghost fields. 
We denote the generator of this transformation by QB and take QB 
to be hermitian. The theory is also invariant udder a scaling of the 
ghosts [2]. We denote the hermitian generator of this transformation by 
Qc. Then the BRST algebra is given by 
2  
i[QC' QB] = QB' QB = ° (6.1) 
It was then found that the roles of the ghost and anti-ghost 
fields could be interchanged [3]. The dual BRST transformation then 
mixes gauge and anti-ghost fields. Denoting the hermitian generator 
of this transformation by QB, we obtain the extended BRST algebra by 
adding 
109. 
"C' = 41-13' 17132 = IQB'1113/ = ° 
 (6.2) 
to (6.1). 
The next step was made by Nakanishi and Ojima E43 who found 
that in the Landau gauge for Yang-Mills theory and quantum gravity a 
much larger symmetry group is admitted. 
Nishijima in E53 then considered an enlarged algebra in which 
he included two of the generators found in C43. These are Q = Q(c,c) 
and ZY = i(E,-6). The additional commutation rules are 
ia)c,Q3 = 2Q, iEQcAr3 = EQ,DP = 4iQc 
EQ,-Q-B3 = 2iQB, CUB] = -24-B  (6.3) 
where Q and ri are only conserved in the Landau gauge. 
Finally, Delbourgo and Jarvis E63 introduced the group 
Sp(2)AT2 whose generators obey 
EJk 'Jmn3 = (rikeiln nknJlm nlmJkn IllnJkm) 
EJkl'ipm3 = i(nkmPl Pk) 
IPm'Pnl = ° 
 (6.4) 
with k = 1,2. The Pk generate sUpertrarislations while the Mn'J 
symmetric in their indices, rotate and scale the ghosts. Note 
that in this form our generators J differ by a factor of t-i) 
from those in previous chapters. However this chapter is completely 
self-contained and (6.4) provides a closer analogy with tne familiar 
Poincare group. The reality and finite dimensionality assignments 
P1 = P2' J11
t = J22' J12 = -J12 
	 (6.5) 
6.2 BASIS STATES 
Since the BRST superalgebra is a fermionic analogue of the 
inhomogeneous rotation group we anticipate that its representations 
will be similar to those of the Poincare group. 
The Poincare group representations are classified according to 
the values of two Casimir operators, P2 and W2. P is the energy- 
momentum operator which generates translations. W is the Pauli-Lubanski 
vector. It is constructed from Jpv, the angular momentum operator and 
generator of infinitesimal Lorentz transformations by 
w __1 eppa p 2- cop0 
W2 is related to the spin S by 
W2 = -M2S(S+1) 
where M2 denotes the eigenvalue of P2. 
To label the representations of the BRST super-algebra we may use 
the (nilpotent) Casimir 
2  
P = Pk Pk = 2P2P1 
and we try an analogue of the Pauli-Lubanski vector 1,‘2 = aWklm Wmlk 
where a is a constant and 
Wklm = PkJlm + P1 	 m Jmk + PJkl 
=J P + 1P +J P by .(6.4). kl m 'lm k mk 1 
Since the Casimirs which label an irreducible representation must 
be scalar and super-translation invariant we check that Wkim is trans-
lation invariant 
110. 
6.6) 
{WI(lm'Pn} = 	 klm + 1mk Pmjkl 'Pn} 
= Pk(inlnPm419mn131)+113n'Pk/J1m4-(k±1,14m'm41()+(k4m,1-*k'm+1) by (6.4) 
= nPkPm+illyinPkPl rinnP1 Pk+inknP1 Pm+illknPmP1.+in] nPmPk by (6.4) 
Hence 
14k1m'Pn/ = ° 
We note also that 
IWklm'Wpqrl = (i(PprIqk+Pqnpk)Wrlm+(3r))+ (k'i'm) 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
where for brevity we have introduced the notation 
Zpqr + (p,q,r) =Z +Z +Z pqr qrp rpq 
To prove (6.8) we have 
IWk1m'Wpqr1 = IWklm'PpJqr PqJrp PrJ0q1 
=14k1m'Pp/Jqr PpEJqr;".1k1m3 	 (P'q'r) 
(ppucirm] + (k,l,m)) +.(p,q,r) by (6.7) 
P + in P )J p qk r .rk q lm 
+ pppk1(flq1Jrm+.1-1qmJ1r+T1r1m+1rmJlq)+(k,1,m)+(p,q,r) 
which can be rearranged to give the required result. 
We.also-find 
Wk  Wok = (J
kl  J +P J +P m lm k Mk.1 m lk 1 krnkmI  
6pmpnjkljik 
since P.Pk = mk01Pl . 
The spin s is defined as in (6.6) by the ratio of w2 to p2 that is 
w2 = p2s(s+1). 
The case p2 = 0 is a special one and will be discussed in Section 6.4. 
In Section 6.3 we will see that this implies w2 = WWmlk /48.  , 
(6.9) 
112. 
Now that we have found two labels, p 2 and s, we need to consider 
how to label the rest of the basis state. There are at least two 
possibilities: 
i) The first is an analogue of the Poincare states Is;p> in which 
the direction of the momentum is included as a label. In our 
case we write s;p1 where 11 indicates the representation is 
non-unitary. Since this is an eigenstate of P 2 we have 
, k1s ;P} = PkIs;Pl 
From the commutation relations we have 
.1(1 exp(iamnJmn/2)Pclexp(-1(1 J0 /2) = (exp-o 
which implies. 
P 1 exp(-iamnJmn/2)Is;p1 = exp(-ie 1Jord(exp-a) i kp k Is;p1 
Hence the action of J mn on the state is 
exp(-iamt.1 Jmn/2)1s;p1 = Is;exp(-a)p} 
Finally the action of a general Sp(2) transformation on the 
state is given by 
exp(-i0P 1 )exp(-iamnJmn/2)1s;p} = exp(- E l p i )ls;exp(-a)p} 
ii) Our second possibility is to replace 'the direction of p' by 
a helicity variable A. We take A to be related to the 
eigenvalue of J 12 . Then for our states Is;p2 ;A} we have 
2 = 2iXIs;p 2 ;A} 
At this point we note the isomorphism between Sp(2) and SU(2) 
via the identification of the generators 
J 12÷±-2iJ3' J 11 *--*2(J 141J2 ) ' J 224-'2(J 1 -iJ 2 ) 
(6.10) 
113. 
are adopted. Correspondence with previous algebras in this section is 
given by 
QC±±J 12' QB÷÷13 1' 1-1-13÷±13 2' Q -`÷J 11' 1?-÷J 22 
Note that for this algebra Q and Ti are conserved for any Sp(2) invariant 
gauge-fixing term. 
Having introduced our BRST superalgebra (6.4) we consider next the 
irreducible representations. Since (6.4) is the fermionic analogue of 
an inhomogeneous rotation group we anticipate that its representations 
will bear some resemblance to those of the Poincare group. In Section 6.2 
we find this to be the case. By consideration of the Casimirs of the 
group we label the eigenstates of the superalgebra with analogues of 
mass and spin. To complete the labelling of the states we consider 
two possibilities (i) momentum and (ii) helicity. However s when the 
momentum is used to complete the labelling of eigenstates, the states 
are unusual because they yield anticommuting eigenvalues for the 
fermionic operators and, if adopted as they stand, can give rise to 
nilpotent eigenvalues of observables which is physically nonsensical. 
We show in Appendix G with reference to the Grassmann oscillator that 
the correct way to circumvent this problem is to construct 'wave packets' 
over the idealised Grassmann states. This procedure is in principle no 
different from the situation in ordinary wave mechanics in which one 
obtains normalisable, physical wave functions by a superposition of 
monochromatic functions. We find that the Dirac notation may be 
consistently generalised to incorporate Grassmann states and operators. 
Having obtained these results in the appendix we set up and label the 
eigenstates of our BRST superalgebra within Section 6.2. In the next 
section we construct irreducible field representations for these basis 
states. In the final section, Section 6.4, we compare our work with 
other treatments of the BRST group. 
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With this analogy in mind we can express an irreducible finite 
dimensional representation of Sp(2) by a 2s index multispinor 
where s = 0,½,1...... Then Jo acts on this representation as 
klAm 	 = 41.2s n A 
A (6.11) +n, A ) 
1— 2s j=1 kmj lml—mj—m2s 'mj "-l—mj—m2s 
The indices mi can only take the value 1 or 2. Clearly A1...1 
has J12 eigenvalue -2is and A2...2 has J12 eigenvalue 2is. For 
a general multispinor with Ai indices of value 1 and A2 indices 
of value 2 the J12 eigenvalue is -i(Al - A2). Hence A = k(A1 - A2) 
in (6.10). 
Now from the commutation relations (6.4) we have 
s;p2;X}=-Wils;P2Od (J1213141J12)1 
hence 
J12P 1 is.p2- =-2i(X+1/2)Plis;p2;Xl "  
Similarly 
JaP2Is;10;2A)=-2i(X-)P Is;p2;XI 
We must also have 
PkPkisP2;A}=P2Isp2A} 
Combining these last three equations we obtain 
P1ls;p2;A}=p1lsip2;A+1/2),P2Is;p2Ot1=P2IsP2;A-1/2} . 
Thus the action of all the Sp(2) generators on the state is 
fixed. 
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and 
Wklen= 	 t (1('"m)  
("k)[-(6113mtemPl)An t in1nOm  + irlmn/1] + (k,] ,m) 
= 	 (nl kPm 	 rinkPl )An 	 n pk1m(1-1erpr) + 	 (1-ierpr)+(k,1 ,m) 
= i(niriPkAm4161PkAl) 	 nlneOmp2/2 - %AA., p
2/2 + ( k ,1 ,m) 
Note for a scalar we would have Wklm = 0. 
Hence 
W W klm0n = J
kl m)1416m0n + (k,1 ,m) 
kl m = -iJ 	 (n1nekklmnekAltrinnelAktnkne1AMtnknemAltnlnemAk )p
2/2+(k,l,m) 
= [i 	 (-4n1nAk 	4nknA1)132 /2]  t (k,l,m) 
= [4(-6An)p2/2] x 3 
= - 36 pkpkOn 	 (6.12) 
In the general case 	 carries an arbitrary number of indices. 
If we are looking for an irreducible representation then we can choose 
0 to be symmetric in these indices. The requirement that 	 be an 
eigenfunction of P leads us, by analogy with the spinor case, to 
express 	 as 
m1— mN = AmlmN exp(-ie
kpk) 
' 
Clearly Pi% 	 m  = pl0m 	 .m and it only remains to find the invariant 1—  n 	 1" 
spin of the representation i.e. find w20. We start with 
)A 	 exp(-ierp Wkinm 	 m = (P J +P J +P J 	 r) k ln 1 nk n kl m 	 m 1—  N 	 1—  N 
= (-Pk(6113n+enP1)+PkE n+(k,l,n)Aml..mNexp(-ierpr) 
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6.3 FIELD REPRESENTATIONS 
When working with gauge theories we need to express fields, rather 
than states, in representations of the appropriate group. For Sp(2)AT2 
we write the field as 0(0) where 0 is a Grassmann coordinate appended to 
ordinary space and time. Then the generators act as differential 
operators on the field. 
	
= (ia/aek)o 	iao 
Jmn0 = (-ieman - ienam + mn)4) 
where the action of E on a multispinor is the same as the action of J in 
(6.11). It is then easy to set up the eigenfunctions corresponding to 
the bases (i) and (ii) given in Section 6.2. 
(i) We consider as an example a spinor representation. Then by 
analogy with the spinor case we obtain a general representation for 
an eigenfunction of Pm and w
2. 
A spinor carries one index. We can expand this as 
On = An + O
kB +%02C 
 
kn 2 n 
Then P = p 0 ln  gives ln  
= i(Bln+B1Cn) = Bl(An+ekBke1/2e2Cn) 
This implies 131n = -iplAn and Cn = 1/21)2An so we can express 0 as 
On = Anexp(-i0kpk) 
Note for a scalar we would have obtained = A exp(-iekpk 
In order to find w2  we first work out 
JIIOn = (-le lA (i_i0kr, 02 2/4) m 1 lm' n1 Flk- P 
= -(eiPm+ mPl)An(1-iekr) )+in1en+i9tn'1 
= -(00e001)Aeininoreinm 
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= Pk"X ' 1(n A )lexp(-i0rnr)+(k,l,n) 1- -1-'ml—illi-11114-nrimiAlml—rr".mN 1 
	
mi 	 1 
= ' 	r 110-lc P  A 	 A 	 r i=1(nlmiAnmi...mi...mN+nnmiAlmi...mi...mN)exp(-ie pr)+(k,l,m) 
Then we find 
k in 1 nk n 10 uklnu )14 0 
" "kln' — m .m 1 N P 4-13 E 413 E 1-k n m1...mN 
4,-,k rint0 	 n 	 A = L rIP Pk' "  i=1"lmAi'nmi...mi.. 
4. 4,k rin(N A 	 A '' P1' " i=lnnm.Akm m. m + m.Anm ..m....m.) 
+ 11) 
. k 
Pn" 
,InaN 
i=1" 
, A 	 A 	 A . "  	 kmi lm ....mi...mN+n m. m Ak.....mi...mN 1 i 
)]exp(7-10rpr)+(k,l,m) 
= _opkpkaNijnimi.emi 	 A 	 A 1 	hn 	 A 	 A 
k N I,  n 
m 	
A 
m + 3 ( 4n1 A nim. n P Pk 	 i=1 	 m. 	 m 	 ..m. ..m 	 , i...mi... N 1 	 1'  
, i 	 'rN 	 6k An A 	 A. +n 6n Ak • , A 	 A + 'V PI(  2, i j 11- al i 	 [I i 	 101 	 . . II . . . . fil . . . . rn. 	 1 rn . 	 il . 	 mil, . . .in i . . . il . 	 RI ) 1' 1 	 J 	 N 	 1 	 j 	 1 	 J 	 n , + 41 p_ .(1-N . 2, 	 n 	 An A • ] 	 1=1A  nfli mi A...mi...mN+2 ekAkmi...mi...MN)].exp(-ierpr) 
A 
.nriN+11nmiAlm1...mi ...mN) 
(where we have used Al1111 
 
= 0 and 
1— % 
pp1 = 	 k 2 6 	 ) 
= (12pkpk(2) + 36pkpk(1\))Am exp(-iOrp ) ...mN 
= 12N(N+2)pkp01611...mN 
For N = 1 this reduces to (6.12) as it should. Writing N = 2s where 
s is the spin we find, for w2  = Wklm  Wma/48, 
w2 = p2s(s+1) 
which was mentioned in Section 6.2. 
These results give the representation functions in the 1j;p1 
basis as 
(0) = -i0kpk) 
 
l'—m2s'els;P/ = A exp( 1-11112s 
(ii) We now find a field representation for eigenfunction of p2 and 
J12 corresponding to the second choice of basis in Section 6.2. 
First we expand our field as 
(1)m. m = am 	 m + 0kb + 1/202C _V" 2s -1--2s kmi...m 2s m .m 1" 2s 
2 then P (I) m = p20 gives us ml— m2s ml—m2s 
2Cm 	 m = p2(am 	 m + ekb  + 1/282C ) 1— 2s '1"""2s "4"1"412s m •-112s 
hence p2a = 2C and p2b = 0. Now if we also m1-312s m1-42s ml—m2s 
require the field to be an eigenfunction of J12 with eigenvalue -2iA 
then first we work out 
m +8kbkm 	 m JOrn ..m = m2s-ielbkm m +Ekl(a 2s 1— 2s m 	 m l- 2s 1"- 2s 
2 + 1/20 Cm 	 m ) 
hence 
J12%1" m25 	 ." = -ie b9m ...m - 	 — 2sie9blm 	 m +E12(ami . 2s 1 —m2s+ekbkml—M2s 
2 
2s) 
+ C 
-2.0t(a okb + 
1—m2s kml—m2s 
Then we obtain 
E a = -2iAa 12 mm2s m1."m25 
m 312s • 
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E 12b 1 = -2i(A b 
 
1...ns ni—m2s 
E b = -2i(X-1/2 12 2m1 ...n s 411...nt s 
These imply that we can write our eigenfunction in this basis as 
(I) = {rnl* • m2s ' 6 I P
2 
 's ;X} 
ml—m2s 
= a +0 a +1/20 2p
2a 
n11 —n12s m1 -212s 
6.4 DISCUSSION 
In this section we compare our work with earlier important 
references on the subject. 
Kugo and Ojima [7] based their, canonical, covariant proof of 
physical S-matrix unitarity on an irreducible representation of the 
algebra of Q B and Q c . They found two possibilities (i) singlets and 
(ii) doublets. A state la> is a singlet if OB la> = 0 and la> 1:;1 13113> 
for any state 113> . If Q B la> 0 then the states la> and () B lot> form 
a doublet. Doublet states always occur in pairs forming quartets. 
The members of quartets then appear only in zero-norm combinations. 
Labelling the states by the eigenvalue k of iQ c we make a distinction 
between singlets with k = 0 which are physical particles and singlets 
with k * 0 which can violate unitarity. It was assumed by Kugo and 
Ojima, and later proved as part of a theorem by Nakanishi [8], that 
singlet states with k x 0 do not exist. Note here that iQ c must have 
integral eigenvalues by its identification as ghost number but these 
are not imposed by the algebra. 
Bonora et al [9] then found the irreducible representations of 
the extended BRST group. They introduced the term null to describe 
a state which may be expressed as a linear combination of Q B 1(3.> and 
Q B ly> for some states la>, Iy>. Then they were able to prove very 
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simply that any physical state with k 0 is a null state which is 
analogous to the result that singlets with k 0 do not exist by 
Nakanishi [8]. A physical state here satisfies 0 = Q B Ia> = 
The proof required the introduction of a non-conserved charge R 
which satisfies 
iQc = fQ.B,R-1 + {QB ,R}. 
Then for a physical state lu,k> with k 0 we have .011c la,k> = k 
{QB ,3} la,k> + N B ,R}la,k> 
hence 
la i k> =EQB (Rla,k>) + TyRla,k>)]/k 
so la,k> is null by definition. However in additiOn to singlet and 
quartet representations Bonora and Tonin also found chains of finite 
or infinite length. It was then necessary to resort to Nakanishi's 
full theorem to exclude the finite chain possibility. The infinite 
chain representation remained as a possibility. 
The next step was made by Nishijima [5]. It had previously been 
found by Nakanishi and Ojima [4] that gauge theories in the Landau 
gauge admit a larger symmetry group. Nishijima added two of the 
generators, Q and Q7 to the extended BRST algebra. Then Q, Q- which 
are only conserved in the Landau gauge and iQc form an algebra 
isomorphic to SU(2). The algebra then imposes the condition that iQ c 
have integral eigenvalues. Also for the matrix representations of 
Q, 0- to be well defined we must have a finite dimensional representation. 
This excluded the infinite chain possibility. 
In our work the charges Q = J il and Q- = J 22 are conserved for all 
covariant Sp(2) invariant gauge fixing terms not just the Landau gauge. 
iQc = J 12 has integral eigenvalues which we have written as 2iA 
previously. Our choice of a finite dimensional representation was 
used to obtain the consistent reality conditions in (7.5). Thus we 
have also excluded any infinite chain representations. Nishijima's 
quartet states simply correspond to the basis vectors of Section 6.2 
part (ii). Our work has stressed the importance of the Casimirs of 
the extended group and the usefulness of Grassmann vectors. 
Finally we should consider the situation when the supertranslation 
group is trivially represented, P ± O. Then both of the Casimirs, p 2 
and w2 , disappear. This is an important case since all physical 
states are BRST invariant. In this case we should focus on the Sp(2) 
group and its Casimir which roughly speaking is the ratio of w 2 to p2 
and non-zero in general. Genuine physical particles will have A = O. 
For A 0 we can repeat the existence of R argument of Bonora and 
Tonin and find that such states are null. 
The results obtained in this chapter have been published in [10]. 
This completes our study of the Grassmann Euclidean group and the main 
work of our thesis. In the next chapter we conclude the thesis with 
a summary of the work done and a survey of the possible future 
developments. 
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7 	 CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS 
In this final chapter we summarise the original results presented 
in this thesis and discuss these with reference to prospects for future 
research. 
The CSDR scheme has enjoyed some success with model builders 
because it gives a reduction in the number of arbitrary parameters in 
Yang-Mills-Higgs theories. The parameters of the four-dimensional 
theory are related to the higher-dimensional coupling constant 
and the size of the coset space. However these relationships are only 
predicted at the classical level. In Chapter 3 we presented our first 
original results. Applying the background-field formalism of Jack and 
Osborn CH to a wide variety of models we found that the relationships 
predicted by CSDR were untenable at one-loop order. We conclude that 
the CSDR scheme, as it stands, has no predictive power beyond the 
classical level. 
If the CSDR scheme is to give a true reduction in the number of 
arbitrary parameters then the relationships must be consistently 
renormalisable. Possible solutions to this are to impose additional 
symmetries on the model or to seek more general forms for the higher-
dimensional action. In models preserving (conventional) supersynunetry 
the scalar potential receives no quantum corrections so the CSDIR 
relationships are automatically preserved. 
Going beyond the problem of obtaining a consistently renonmalisable 
model the CSDR scheme needs to be studied and extended in several ways. 
For example,,we need to look more closely at the connection between 
the finite modes selected by CSDR and the massless modes of the harmonic 
expansion. 	 That these are not identical has been shown by Palla [2]. 
In addition the formalism needs to be extended to the (conventional) 
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supersymmetric case if CSDR is to have any role to play in the 
dimensional reduction of supergravity and superstring theories. The 
authors in [3] have made some progress in this direction. Finally, 
we need to study a wider range of coset spaces and in particular non-
symmetric ones [4]. 
The orthosymplectic superalgebra offers a simple but lucid way 
of obtaining the correct ghost and gauge fields [5]. It is strongly 
connected to the BRST symmetry and in this context has many avenues 
open to it. Only recently it has found an application in string theory 
[6] following the study of BRST quantisation of strings. 
In [7] the authors applied the CSDR scheme to vector gauge fields 
in a representation of OSp(4/2) over a coset space Sp(2)AT2 . After 
dimensional reduction the theory was BRST invariant and had the correct 
ghost spectrum. In Chapter 4 we extended this formalism for the first 
time, to higher-rank, antisymmetric tensor fields. After dimensional 
reduction we obtained a ghost-spectrum and degree-of-freedom count in 
agreement with the BRST quantisation performed by other authors using 
different methods. 
In Chapter 5 we extended the formalism, once more, to spinor-
vector gauge fields. In this case it was necessary to take our fields 
in an infinite dimensional representation of OSp(4/2) since finite, 
spinor representations have zero superdimension and hence zero degrees 
of freedom. In order for our dimensionally reduced theory to include 
the massless, Rarita-Schwinger field it was necessary to reduce our 
coset space from Sp(2)AT 2/Sp(2) to U(1)AT2/U(1). Note this coset space 
could have been used in [6] and Chapter 4 without altering the results. 
For a certain choice of gauge-fixing parameters our action reduced to 
the spinor sector of supergravity [8] with the usual spectrum of 
Fadeev-Popov and Nielsen-Kallosh ghosts. However our gauge has not 
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• been completely fixed by the addition of the usual superfield gauge-
fixing terms. The solution to this problem may lie in the study of 
more exotic gauge-fixing terms. This would be an unappealing scenario 
for a method whose appeal, to date, lies in its simplicity. Alternatively, 
the solution may be found, at a more fundamental level, in a different 
choice of conjugation properties for our em 
In our program of applying the CSDR method to BRST quantisation 
of fields there are still some problems open to further investigation. 
For example we could extend our methods to fields in non-Abelian groups. 
This was done in [7] for the vector gauge fields. It would be particularly 
interesting in our case for the spinor-vector field. In addition we 
could extend the formalism to the gravitational field. 
The grassmann euclidean group Sp(2)AT2 underlay all of our applications 
of CSDR to BRST nuantisatim However it is interesting in its own right. 
In Chapter6 we constructed, for the first time, the irreducible 
representations of this group. In analogy to the Poincare group the 
state vectors were labelled by spin and grassmann momentum. The latter 
if adopted as a label for a physical state vector would give nilpotent 
numbers as observables. Instead the physical state vectors were taken 
as wave packets over the momentum. It was found possible to generalise 
Dirac's notation to grassmann operators and states. 
Finally, it would be desirable to have a superspace equivalent of 
many of our four-dimensional constructs. It would be interesting, 
for example, to investigate whether equations of motion and propagators 
are invariant under the dimensional reduction procedure. Work on super- 
field equations of motion has commenced but the presence of X 2 in our 
higher-dimensional actions is an impediment to the construction of 
super-propagators as there is no analogue of this in ordinary four-
dimensional actions. 
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APPENDIX A: NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS 
Our coordinates are XM = (x1,0m) with Om = 
Our metric is given by 
[ 
nMN = T-1°P 	 - 
nmn 
= (0,0). 
where n" is the usual Lorentz, diagonal metric and 
nmn =I 0 11 
t-1 Oi 
The metric is used to raise and lower indices from the left and contracting 
inwards 
MN n T...N... = T... ..., nmNT • = T. . ..m.. 
It is convenient to use a sign factor [MN] with 
[op] = I = [um] 
Cain] = - 1. 
Thus nMN  = EMNOM and XM xN [mN]xN xM. 
The following identities are useful in the text 
pq pq Pq mn 	 = Sn dm  - Sm Sn 
nn 	 nn - nn mn pq = mp nq mq np 
0p0q = 1/202Eqp 
3q01) = eqn 
Dc10 = -2 = -D eq 
Our Dirac matrices obey 
fy ,Y 1 = 27114)9 YoptYo = Yu, YoY5to = -y 5, Y5Y5 = 1 
(A.1) 
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APPENDIX B: CALCULUS OF SU(r) INVARIANT TENSORS 
Application of (3.10) to the scalar potential (3.49) of case IV 
involves the calculus of the SU(r) invariant tensors fabc and dabc• 
We quote here some of the intermediate formulae in the calculation. 
Extensive compilations of such formulae are available in the literature. 
For example see [12]. 
The basic relationship is 
XaXb = ifabcAc+dabc Xcl-26abir 
 (B.1) 
Then for example 
tr(xaxoc) = 2ifabc 	 2dabc 	 (B.2) 
daefdbef = (r2 - 4)(Sab/r 
	 (B.3) 
Other required products can be extracted by reducing expressions to 
A traces and using the completeness relation in the forms 
liAaxAa = (trx).1 -x/r 
1/2tr(xA8)tr(AaK) = tr(xK) - tr(x)tr(K)/r 
Thus for example 
tr(AaXeXay0e0f = -402/r 
tr(AaAeXby6a6b6e6f = 4(62)2/r+2(6*6)2 
A tr(AaXeX...)6 6 D 1—erfd  abc-Y  c = 8dabc(IAXcir 
tr(XeXaXedtr(XeXcAetd)Oa0b0cOd  = 16(r2-1)(02)2/r2-16(0 
are all needed either in tr(U")2 or tr(P2). 
)2/r 
(B.4) 
(8.5) 
(B.6) 
(B.7) 
(B.8) 
(B.9) 
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APPENDIX C : 	 zmn 
In this appendix we find the action of C2 = Emn Emn on a tensor 
with r odd indices. 
, 	 We have s1 •sr 	 k1•kr 	 Sf.Sp (C2)pr.pr 	 = (Emn)PI-Pr 	 ‘Emn k1kr 
Now the action of Emn is given by 
s ••s 1 	 r 	 7 1". siNur .6 
j 
s 
(Emn)kf.kr Tsf•sr 
= L 1=1"mk n 	 "nk m inP1 k 	 Is -s 1 r 
and the action of Emn by 
k 	 mk. 	 nk. 	 k. f r ' 	 inr 	 16-m • 	 =X i=1(n 	 pi" Tkfkr 	 pi)1.P16 	 jTk -kr )Pl-Pr  
So we have 
k. 	 s 	 siki sl -sr 	 v (C ) 	 = r 2 	 /1,1=1(--k1 	-pi 	 ."piki n pl-pr 
S ki +n np.k 
k. 	 s 	 k. 	 s -6k 	 ji 16 	 1)H 	 6 	 J6 	 m 1 	 pi 	 ,m11 pj 	 km 
= Yli,1=1(-46k1 16pi 	 .6pi 1)11 i,m16pj j 	 6k m 
ab = (sb (sa. 	 6 (where we have used " . "cd 	 c d.' 
s. sj = g 	 -6(5 H.r  .0 1=1 p. 	 ji p. 
Sir s. 
 
s. Si NTI 	 6 A. yr (46 16 +26 0 p Jiljxi,1 p. P. 	 p1 	 Pi 1 	 1 
s. s s. = 2r(r-4)flr. si-4 g lcS (S 1=1 p. 	 pi 	 pi 	 ji,1 pi (C.1) 
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Now suppose Ts 	 has the symmetry properties 1 'r 
Tsl s2 s3-sr = T52 sl 53-5r 
Ts s2 s31jr 	 2 = Ts s s3j -s.-is -sr  for i,j = 3 to r 1 	 1 
In fact this is the only sort of tensor we will require to act C2 on. 
For convenience, letting r = q + 2, we write (C .1) as 
mns1•sq 	 = (2(q+2)(q-2)-4(2)-4q(q-1))Ton (C2)klpl-pq 	 ' T mnsr.sq 	 Fq 
- 8 /.1(Tpikp1.Pf.pq 	 1 )  
= - 2(q2-2q+8)Top1.pq- 8 X7=1(Tpi1kpl..;f.perkpi1pr.;i-Pci) (C.2) 
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APPENDIX D : 	 FORMULAE FOR GAUGE PARAMETER CONSTRAINT 
In this Appendix we solve the constraint (4.49). We assume q > I 
since q = 1 is a special case and has been solved in Section 4.2. 
	
First we decompose kim m into a sum of three terms 
" "1*
.. 
 "R 
q-2> 
 Ak1M1—.M = a1
Aq+2> klM ...MR a2A<q> klM.M 	 ar
A 
 klM . MR 	 ' (D 1) 
where 
eq+2>k1M1..MR = AklMi 	 + ( 
A 	 4A ...MR 	 i=1 kMil Mi...Mi.. 1.kM1— 	 i...M) 
A A 
MiMiklMi...Mi...Mi...MR 
eq> 	 = Y E 	 q. A 	 r 	 A klM1'..M 	 kl 	1=1 rM. M 	 . ..M 1—M 	 R 
0 -2>  =  	cl A A klM ..MR 	Xi=lYclj=inkM.T11M.ArsrsM1* ..M....M....M j 	 j 
It is not obvious what the a. are. To find them we observe that 
there are (42-2) = 1/2(q+2)(q+1) distinct terms which can be obtained by 
the interchange of odd indices in Avim m . That there are only 0+22) "1"1 . — "R 
and not q! such terms is due to the symmetry properties 
AklM— MR A1kM 	 M 1 	 1 	 • R 
for i, j=1 to q. AkiM ..M. ..M. ..M = AklM 	 . M... M M 1' 	 j* 	 R 	 1— 	 j 	 .... R 
The distinct terms are Ak1M1.. MR , AkMil 	 ...Mi.110AMi 1 kMi...Mi ...MR 
A A and A' M.M.k1M..M....M...M 	 for 13 	 1' 	 1 	 j 	 R 
We can then express the A<r>om 1
— "m R for r = q, q-2 as ' 
A<q>k1M1' Mr = + ( 2 - ql Y9 	 A -2q)Ak 	 ...MR 	 A 1=1 M.1kM ..M....M 1' 	 R 
A 
 
YCI . . A A + (2-q)qi=1 AkMTM 	 4 	 A M....M 	 M.M.kiM 	 j ...M....M...M il •i R 	 R 
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0 -2> kIM1.  = R AM.1kM ..M 
 
1— R 
- (q-1). A A . 	 A 	 A 1=1 kM.1Ml'.. .M ..MR 
4. 1.1<jq A_ M.M.k1Ml  ...M...M....M 
eq+2>klM..MR need not be rewritten. From these expressions we 
obtain the following equations for the ai 
1 = al - 2qa2 + q(q-1) a3 
0 = al + (2-q)a2 - (q-1)a3 
0 = al + 4a2 + 2a3 
Solving these we obtain 
a1  = 2/(q+1)(q+2) 
a2 = -1/q(q+2) 
a3 = 1/q(q+1) 
Now the constraint is 
(0.2) 
(D.3) 
A +1  EklAmnM..MR 	 EfInAk1MMR 	 km 1nMi...MR kn
A  m1Mi...MR"lmAknMi...MR 
' 
Multiplying through by Emn we can write this as 
.M = EmnYcli=1(1kM.Amn1M 
 0.4) 
In order to solve this we express both sides first as a combination of 
the 0+2) distinct terms then as a combination of the A<r> 2 mnM1'..MR 
for r = q, q + 2, q - 2. Equating both sides we then determine which 
of the A<r> survive the constraint. mnM1'..MR 
Starting with the left-hand side of (o.4) we have from AppendixC 
equation (C.2) 
C2 AklM .M = -2(q
2-2q+8)Ak 1' R 
A ...MR-8)1i=1(Am.1kM ...M. ..M R 
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A + AM.k1M M.. MR )  D.5) 1— 1" 
Then if we write 
<q+2> <q+2> <q>n<q> <q-2>n<q-2> C2Akim 	 m
R 
 = al A klM ...MR a2 klM1'..MR klM1'..MR 
(D.6) 
where a.<r> = aiC2<r> for i=1,2,3 and r=q+2, q, q-2 we obtain by 
comparison with (0.2) and (0.3). 
-2(q2-2q+8) = al<q+2>- 2qa2<q>+ q(q-1)a3<2> 
-8 = al<c1+2>+ (2-q)a2<q> -   
0 = a1<q+2> 4. 4a <q> 4. 2a<q+2> 2 
The solutions are 
<q+2> al = -4(q+4)/(q+1 
<q> _ 
a2 
9 
<q-2> a3 = -2(q-2)/(q+1) 
These imply that C2<r>= -2r(r+2) for r 0. 
Having expressed the left-hand side of (0.4) in the desired form 
we can similarly express the right-hand side in terms of elim m by 
R 
mn 
1=1(nkM.Amn1M ..A.... 4111M.nkM i R 1' R Am M ) 
= Y-cli=1ciji(211kMi m 1 A .nmM...M....M. ..M . 	 . ml 	 +2lm n il
nmm.mnkmA A A 	 A 1 	 i. 	 R 	 j 	 1 	 1...m 1 
nm„ A nmA A + Cli=1(21 . ri mlnell...M. ..M + 2n1M. 1 ' knmM .. ) kM1 1. R 1 1—M 1".M R 
= Yqi= acliA4Am.m.kim A A 2A .M....M - kM.1M M.. M M 1kM A -2A 1 j 	 1 j R 1 1 ... 1 "Ril 
+ yq. (2A ' 1=1 kM.1M .A.. m 	 2A m.,km 	 ..m ) _4qAk,m i 1. 	 R 1— ' 1—* 
where we have used (A..1). 
•• 
A 
.Mj...MR) 
•• 
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From (D.2) this becomes 
mn -bA<q> E E0Amnill...MR = -aA<q+2>klM1...MR klMi...MR
-cA<q-2>
kiM ...MR 
(0.7) 
where a, b, c satisfy 
4q = a - 2qb + q(q-1)c 
2q = a + (2-q)b - (q-1)c + 4 
-8 = a + 4b + 2c 
We find a = c = 0, b = 2. 
Now we can equate both sides of (0.4) expressed in terms of the 
We obtain A<r>klM ..M • 1' R 
-4(q+4) eq-1-2>klM1...MR = 0 
2o>klMi...MR  2eq>klM l' MR 
= 0 -2(q-2)0-2>klMi...MR 
From this the only survivors of the constraint for q > 1 are 
eq> and 0-2>--I<N1M ° Note this is also'true for 
 
klM1'..MR 	 1 R° 
q=1 as proved in Section 4.2. 
APPENDIX E : INVARIANCE OF TT 
In this Appendix we confirm our statement that TY is invariant 
under a transformation T T + XT if X is anti-hermitian i.e. 
yety0= -X and the adjoint is defined by V = Tty0 in an infinite 
dimensional representation. We then check explicitly that X is 
anti-hermitian for the OSp(4/2) transformation of interest in our 
work. 
First, let us expand T as a sum over basis states showing the 
spinor index, a, explicitely. 
 
Ta Yili>flii<ilTa> 
Under an infinitesimal transformation T T+XT we have 
= j(ST li> .•< I 	> a J a nu 	 a 
Defining V= Tty0 we can write as a sum over basis states as 
I' "ij JITOO 
and the variation in P is given by 671-= (5T+yo hence 
(sTa yi.0)tali>noixtoayoaa 
Then d(TT) is given by 
6(V2IT) = 6rT + a 	 a r6Ta- 
lijkl<Tt131i>flij<j1X7Y0aalk>nkl<11Ta> 
	
• 	 iijkl<Tt li>flij<ilY0aaXaalk>nkl<liTa>
• 
_ tO . . t a a. oacixoar . no 1K> 	 <11Ta> Yijkl<T 11>flij<J1kX YO0 "rx 
If X satisfigs y0Xty0 =-X then oall = 0 as stated. 
We now check that X is anti-hermitian for OSp(4/2) transformations. 
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Under a super Lorentz transformation the coordinates transform 
as given in (5.8) 
XM 4- XM  + XNA M 
The spinors T transform as in (5.) 
T T - 1/2AKLELKY 
where E KL  - EKLNLrK)/4. 
(E.1) 
If TT is to be invariant under OSp(4/2) transformations then we 
yo(AKLELK)tyo _ require Now our coordinates obey XKLELK* 
 
Mt N M X = X CN 
01 
where Cv=o v (since XPt = X1). .and Cn 
m = 
 (since em = 
	
P 	 P 	 10 
(E.1) and (E.2) imply 
xKLt = CUEKLNKPAP NCN L 
Hence TY is invariant provided 
FNu ty„ = [N]yoCN Fm 
if we assume F Y t p '0 = 1 v 0r P 
(E.2) 
= ce,ei) 
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APPENDIX F : ACTION OF F ON BASIS STATES 
In this appendix we find the action of the generalised Dirac 
matrices, FM, on the infinite dimensional set of basis states li>. 
We choose 
rm = (yPxl, ir2y5xam) 
where (a5,a6) (a,at)  and 
Ea,a 1 	 (F.1) 
Then the action of r is given by <firmli> = 	where nii = <iii> 
and we choose 
Iflul = 6ii (F.2) 
To find <ilrMli> we need to calculate <ilaM1j>. 
We take the action of am on 1i> to be 
ali> = gli-l>, atli> = q'li+1>. (F.3) 
where q and q' are appropriate real normalisation factors. Normally 
one chooses a state 10> to be annihilated by a i.e. a10> = O. In our 
formalism we have chosen a state lc> satisfying Emn1c> = O. Since 
Emn = - {rrn}/4 we have (ata+1/2)1c> = O. Taking atalc> = cic> this 
implies c = -1/2 so the set of states is infinite dimensional. Then we 
have 
atal-1/2> = -1/2 
and we let 
<-1/21-h? = 1. 
From these relations we can now construct <ilam • 
First consider 
al-1/2> = q1-3/2> 
This gives us 
<-1/21atal-1/2> = q2<-3/2 1-3/2> 
By (F.4)and (F.5) this becomes 
-1/2 = q2<-3/21-3/2> 
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Since q is real we have <-3/21-3/2> =-1 and we take q = +1/12. 
In general let an1-1/2> = qn1-n-1/2> then 
 
<_1:1(at)nani_h> = 4n 	 " 2<1/21-n_h> „ 
and we obtain 
<-1/21(at)"lan+11-1/2> =(-I) n+1 	 3 (n+1/2)(n-1/2)(n-2-).(1/2);n0 
In order to prove the above result we need 
atan  = anat  - nan-1 
[This can easily be proved by induction. It is obviously true for 
n=0. If we assume it is true for some N then 
ataN+1 = (ataN)a = aNata-NaN = -(N+1)aN+aN+1at 
by (F.I). Hence the statement is true Vn O.] 
The proOf of (F.7) is by induction. It is true for n=0 by 
(F.4) and (F.5). If we assume it is true for some N then 
<-1/21(at)N+1aN+11-1/2> = <-1/21(at)N(aNat-NaN4)al-1/2> 
= _(N+1/2)<-1/21(at)NaN1-1? by (C.4). 
Hence it is true for all nA.• 
Now (F.6) and (F.7) imply that 
an1-1/2> = [(n-1/2).41/2)]1/21.-n-1/2>;n0 
<-n-h1-n-1/2> =*(-1)n;n>0 
and (F.9) implies 
al-n-1/2> ' (n+h)1/2 -n-1-1/2>;n0 
In exactly the same way we have for at, 
<-1/21an  (at )n  1-1/2> = q' <n-%1.11-%> ri 	 2 	 2 
n+1 t n+1 <-1/21a. 	(a ) 	 ,ha = (n+1/2)(n-1/2)(1-3/2).( );nA 
t)n 	1n-1/2> 
(F.9) 
(F.10) 
(F.11) 
(F.12) 
(F.13) 
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• where we use the result 
a ( a t ) fl . = n(a t ) n-1+(a
t ) na 
and (F.13) and (F.14) are proved by induction as before. 
Then (F.12) and (F.13) imply that 
(a t ) n l-h? = E(n-1/2)-(01n-h>;nA 
<n-hin-h> = 1; n.4 
and (F.15) implies 
a t In-h> = (n+h) 2 1n+1-h>; 
We can now calculate aln-h>;n>0 by 
aln-h> = a(at ) 1 l-h?C(1/2)-(n-1/2)] -15;n4 
= (n(at) n-14.(at)nei- 
)1 1/2>E(½)-(n-h)-104 by (F.14) 
= (n-h)(at ) n-1 1-1/2>E(h)-(n-101 -h;n4 by (F.4) 
= (n-h)C .(h)-(n-1-10] 2E( )-(n-101 -h ln-1-1/2>;n>0 by (F.15) 
= (11-10 2 1n-1-1/2>;n>0 
Similarly, using (F.8), (F.4) and .(F.9) we find that 
al -n -½> = -(n-h) 1/2 1-n+1-h> 
Finally we have 
<-m-h1a1-m+h> = (-1) m (m-h)h by (F.10) and (F.11) 
<n+hlat In .-h> = (n+h) h by (F.16) and (F.17) 
<n-hlaln+h> = (n+h) h by (F.16) and (F.18) 
<-m+hla t l-m-h? = (-1) m (m-h) 1/2 by (F.10) and (F.19) 
for r-10 and m>0 and 
0 1 4 )/ 2 = (-1) 
by (F.10) and (F.16). 
(F.14) 
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APPENDIX G : GRASSMANN STATES AND THE GRASSMANN OSCILLATOR 
In this appendix we investigate Grassmann states and the Grassmann 
oscillator. It will be helpful, before we begin the fermionic case to 
revise the bosonic case and then proceed by analogy. 
We begin by looking at a one dimensional bosonic oscillator. 
In the energy basis we represent the states of the system by In> where 
1  the energy of the nth level is given by En = (n + 2) (in units of 1) ). 
These states are orthogonal and normalised i.e. <n10> = 6 nn , and we 
have a completeness relation r'n=0 In><n I = 1. The algebra of the 
system is given by Ea,a tI = 1 where a creates a quantum of unit energy 
and a annihilates such a quantum. It is sometimes useful to consider 
a representation in which the states are labelled instead by an 
eigenvalue of the annihilation operator 
ala> = ala> 
These states are simply a linear superposition of the In> states 
a la>
'11=0
an In>/(n!) 1/2  = ea 10> 
and the adjoint state is given by 
<al ' rn.0<nl(a*)
n
/(n!) 1/2 = <0Iea*a 
The la> states are neither orthogonal nor normalised since 
, (a*) n (a ... 
<ala i > n,n1 ) <nIn'>/(n!n 1 0 2 
= 
n=0"4 
= ea*a' 
To find the appropriate completeness relation we consider the 
scalar product of two arbitrary states 
rn=0<fln>‹nlv> 2 
/n! = dia,21-n=0,0in kene-lal 
0 2 
= id2a6nn'Tn1=0214)*Wi(" 1/2)(Ec°n=enVn/(n!)1/2)e-lal 
1 	12 
= fd2adnn,<tpla><allpi>6-1a1 in 
where we have used n! = fdz zne-z for z a commuting number. 
So the completeness relation for the la> states is 
1 
1 = fd2a(la>e
2
-lal <al)/11 
Now let us find the analogous results for a one dimensional 
fermionic oscillator. The algebra is given by {Q,Qt} = 1 where 
Qt creates one unit of fermion number and Q destroys it. Now Qt2 = 0 
so we only have two states, 10> which commutes and 11> = Qt10> 
which must anti-commute. Changing representation we have 
Qlq> = qlq> 
where the state lq> commutes and is given by a linear superposition 
over the In> states 
lq> = 	 n=ocinin> = 
The adjoint state is 
<ql = <01eq*Q = <01 + q*<11 
since q* anticommutes. 
The states lq> are not orthogonal or normalised since 
<clicc> = (<01 q*<11)(10> - q'll> = 1 + q*q' = eq*ql 
Their completeness relation is found by taking the scalar 
product of two arbitary states 
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I 
qlq)1> = 21n.eqd n><nlipl> 
= L  n=0 jdq*(q*)ne-qtenvnfdci(one-g 
since Idz e-z = -1 and fdz ze-z = 1 for z = (q,q*). Hence 
<tplip'> =fdq*dq e-q*q(e01)10-114)*O*V1) 
= fdq*dq e-q*(1(<11,1q><ci1lp1>) 
since <gltp1> = Yln=0<qin><nlV> = <cilOW0 + <cill>V1 = 	 + q*Vi 
and similarly for <tplq>. Hence the completeness relation for the 
lq> states is 
1 = fdq*dq e-q*(11q><ql 
Now in the bosonic case it is a simple matter to verify that the 
value of the observable H = ata + 1/2, corresponding to the energy of 
the system, cannot be negative. For our fermionic case we similarly 
define an observable H = QtQ• Now let us look at the expectation 
value of this quantity 
<stilHIcp. = <q1QtQlq>= q*q 
The result is a nilpotent number which is unacceptable for a physical 
observable. At this stage we recall that in the bosonic case we are 
led to unnormalisable states by the consideration of pure eigenstates 
of momentum. To obtain sensible results in that situation it is 
necessary to work with wave packets centred on some average value of 
momentum. Let us look at .a super-position of Grassmann states and 
see if this too can lead to sensible results. 
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In the one dimensional case let us consider a state 
IC> = (10> C11>)/1/(1+1c1 2 ) 
The state is normalised and c is a commuting number. Then we can 
write lc> as a super-position of •the lq> states 
IC> = fdq*dq e -q*(1 1q><glc> 
where 
<qlc> = eq*c/1(11-1c1 2 ) 
Taking the expectation of H between two lc> states we find 
<c1HIc> = 1c1 2/A1+1c1 2 ) 
which is an acceptable result. 
Provided we are willing to accept states which are polynomials 
in Grassmann variables as our physical states and we follow the 
conventions of Grassmann integration we are led to no inconsistencies 
in this extension of Dirac t formalism. 
So far we have only discussed the one dimensional case but it 
is quite simple to extend this to N dimensions. 
For an N-dimensional Grassmann oscillator we have a set of N 
creation and annihilation operators obeying the algebra 
0i,QJ
t 
= 
We again construct states labelled by the eigenvalues of the Q i 
= 
where lq> is given by 
t. 
Qi qi • I 
lq> = e 10> = 
We have lij> = Q i tQjt 10> = -Iji> and the sign factors in the above 
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(G.1) 
expansion are due to the anti-commutation of Q. t and qj • 
As a check 
Qkl q> = Nl io i kl°> -1/2q icT° li >+1/4PlicV li>+ 
 
= cik (1/3> gil l> " 
So lq> does satisfy (G.1) 
The completeness relation can be obtained as before by taking 
the scalar product of two arbitrary states. It is found to be 
1 = fdNq*dNq e 1c1><91 
Physical states should then be written as a super-position over 
the lq>. 
lc> = fd Nq*d Nqe licp<clic> lo> _ c.li> - c.c lij>+ 
j 
with thec . commuting numbers and i 
q*.c. 
<clic> e 1 1 
In conclusion, we have found that it is possible to consistently 
generalise Dirac t notation to incorporate Grassmann operators and states. 
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